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Abstract
The vast majority of robots are still used in structured and controlled industrial
environments, where their tasks are preprogrammed by hand and repeated mul-
tiple times over long periods. In the past number of years, the need and desire to
move robots into unstructured environments, where they would need to perform
a variety of changing tasks, has been on the rise. For a successful transfer of
robots to these environments several hurdles need to be overcome. In this thesis
we present several methods which tackle these obstacles.
In order to handle the execution of robot tasks, which are prone to change in
unstructured environments, we rely on Programming by Demonstration paradigm.
Instead of programming various tasks by hand, a human can demonstrate these
movements. We proposes to encode the recorded movements in a hierarchical,
binary tree-like database. We show that this database can be used to synthesize
new robot movements, which were not directly demonstrated, and thus alleviate
the burden of multiple human demonstrations. A novel approach of hierarchical
partial path search enables us to synthesize new robot movements, even when
example movements with no similar parts are encoded in the database.
If a robot shares its workspace with a human, tasks need to be executable
in a safe manner. To achieve safe movements, we use active torque control to
generate compliant movements. To avoid mathematically defining often complex
dynamical models, which are different from task to task, we introduce a new
concept of Compliant Movements Primitives, which can be captured by human
demonstration. We show that an example set of compliant movements can be
extended by encoding them in a hierarchical database or by using statistical
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methods.
The third issue we considered in this work is human-robot cooperation, which
can be seen as a twofold problem. Human intention must first be recognized.
An appropriate collaborative robot task must then be synthesized and executed.
We encode a set of demonstrated cooperative movements in an expanded hier-
archical database. The database can be used to recognize human movements
and synthesize an appropriate cooperative robot task, based on example sets of
movements. To ensure smooth and continuous cooperative robot trajectories we
propose integrating the approach with Dynamic Movement Primitives.
For evaluation a series of experiments is presented. These include synthesis of
new sets of robot movements through search in a hierarchical database, learning
and synthesizing compliant movements, and producing cooperative robot move-
ments while recognizing human movements.
Key words: programming by demonstration, hierarchical database, compliant
robot movements, motion recognition, cooperative tasks, dynamic movement
primitives, statistical generalization
1 Introduction
The idea of automatons, performing manual labor instead of humans, is at least
two and a half millennia old [1]. But the term robot was first used less then a
century ago. Karel Cˇapek [2] used it in a play to describe an artificial humanoid
performing repetitive physical work. The first to envision robotics as a science
field of its own was Isaac Asimov, who coined the term roboticist in a short story
published in 1940 [3]. Since then, the field of robotics has helped spread robots
all over the world. Nowadays they are used in industry halls producing large
batches of products. Day in, day out, they repeat preprogrammed movements and
alleviate the burden of manual monotonous production. Whenever the product
changes, new robot movements have to programmed and the robot cell needs to
be modified. As the robot can exert high forces during unforeseen contacts, the
cell is off limits to humans and is usually secured by a cage [4].
The desire to move robots into less structured environments is on the rise. To
be successful on the market, many small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
are customizing ever more products, leading to small batch size production. Con-
sequently, neither specialized production lines nor automated robot assembly are
economically viable and manual labor is often the only possibility. There are
still no economically viable solutions next to manual labor when it comes to cus-
tomized production. Having several under-utilized special production lines and
special machines is too expensive for sustainable operation. Automated robot
assembly could be a potential solution, but it is still very time consuming to
reprogram an industrial robot for a new assembly task, integrate it into the work
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process, and to calibrate it in a new environment [5].
With the aging population and increasing lack of free time in modern societies,
the desire to incorporate robots into home environments is also growing. A home
environment is highly unstructured and ever-changing. No two homes are alike
and few home tasks require several repetitions of exactly identical movements. A
home environment needs to be treated as a shared workspace, as humans must
remain free to move around their homes. This leads to a demand for safe robot
movements, which will not hurt humans during unforeseen contacts. The robot
must also be able to collaborate with humans in a safe and productive manner.
In this thesis we address several hurdles need to be overcome for efficient and
safe use of robots in unstructured environments. As the required tasks vary,
programing robot movements by hand becomes infeasible. As an alternative,
robots can gain new sensorimotor knowledge through human demonstrations.
We propose encoding sets of demonstrations in a hierarchical database (HDb) of
example movements. By searching for paths and partial paths at different levels
of the HDb, new, never directly demonstrated trajectories can be synthesized. By
expanding the original set of example movements, the burden of multiple human
demonstrations is reduced. We propose further adapting robot movements by
using statistical techniques on these expanded sets.
To reduce forces exerted by a robot during unforeseen contacts in shared
workspaces, we employ active torque control to achieve compliant robot behav-
ior. In general, active torque control approaches require dynamical models of the
robot and the task. As we want to avoid mathematically defining models for each
task and its variants, we use human demonstrations to learn new compliant move-
ments. Compliant movements consist of motion trajectories and corresponding
joint torques. Through task demonstration, the kinematic part of a new com-
pliant movement can be obtained. By executing the learned movement on the
robot in a stiff manner, the kinematic trajectory can be accurately reproduced
and the corresponding torques recorded. In subsequent executions of the task, the
recorded torques can be exploit to generate a compliant robot movement during
1.1 Review of the relevant scientific field
task execution. As we do not wish to repeat this process for each task variant, we
propose adapting the resulting compliant movements to new conditions. In ad-
dition to modifying them with statistical techniques, we propose encoding them
in an expanded HDb. Using path search algorithms, new compliant movements
can be synthesized.
Another aspect we address in this thesis is human robot cooperations while
executing various tasks. We propose storing a set of demonstrated cooperative
tasks in an extended HDb, which encodes human and corresponding robot move-
ments. We show the database can be used to recognize current human movement
and synthesize appropriate robot trajectories for cooperative task execution.
All proposed approaches were evaluated in several experiments on a real robot
system.
1.1 Review of the relevant scientific field
Programming by demonstration (PbD) [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] is a widely used approach
for gaining new sensorimotor knowledge by observing humans performing a task.
Example movements can be recorded using optical or magnetic marker-based sys-
tems. Such an approach has been utilized in the past to replicate hard-to-program
full body movements, such as dancing [11, 12, 13]. Research on markerless, vision-
based systems for human tracking is a thriving area [14], which has seen a lot of
success with the advent of low-cost RGB-D cameras [15, 16]. A robot can also be
physically guided by a human, a process called kinesthetic guiding [17, 18, 19].
A movement captured through kinesthetic guiding has the advantage of already
being adapted to the robot kinematics and dynamics. If the trajectory is cap-
tured in joint space, the imitation also preserves the posture of the robot even if
it is redundant with respect to the task.
A part of research on imitation learning focuses on learning from a single
demonstration, as is the case with dynamic movement primitives [20, 21, 22, 23].
Hidden Markov models [24] are another popular representation for the encoding of
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movement primitives. Kormushev et. al [25] combined single movements demon-
strations with additional desired exerted forces, demonstrated through haptic in-
terfaces. Generalization between multiple demonstrations has been investigated
with different regression techniques [26]. A set of example trajectories were gen-
eralized with local regression methods to synthesize a trajectory that solves the
task in a new situation within the trajectory training space [27]. For this ap-
proach to work, the trajectories must transition smoothly between each other
as a function of parameters describing the task. Multiple demonstrations were
also encoded as Gaussian mixture models [28, 29], and as Probabilistic Motion
Primitives [30], which were used to accomplish such tasks as hitting a ball with a
paddle [31]. Even larger sets of trajectories are being used for training large con-
volutional neural networks, which can be used to generate robot policies based on
various inputs, such as vision images [32, 33]. The latent space computed by neu-
ral networks has also been exploited for dimensionality reduction, which enables,
for example, interpolation between different full-body movements [34]. Demon-
strated movements can be further adapted and optimized through reinforcement
learning [35, 36]. This approach has been successfully implemented for pick and
place tasks [37], hitting a ball in flight with a bat [38], throwing various objects
[39], etc. The need to acquire numerous demonstrations in order to generalize
example trajectories to new situations is one of the major stumbling blocks for
the practical application of imitation learning systems.
Compared to work in the computer graphics community, which has always
assumed that a large database of diverse motion data is available for the gen-
eration of computer animations, the number of example movements considered
in robot programming by demonstration research has usually been much more
limited and the example trajectories have been less diverse. The work of Kulic´
et al. [40, 41] is a notable exception. They used hidden Markov models for in-
cremental learning and hierarchical organization of motion primitives, but they
do not focus on discovering new movements in these data. On the other hand,
the computer graphics community has shown that by exploiting the structured
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nature of motion capture data, which is made evident in motion graphs, smooth
transitions between interconnected body movements can be found [42]. Motion
graphs were proposed to encapsulate connections in the available motion capture
data. They were applied by Kovar et al. [43] to generate different styles of lo-
comotion along arbitrary paths. Their graph search algorithm could find nodes
which represent possible transitions between parts of the captured movements.
Motion graphs and interpolation techniques were combined by Safonova and Hod-
gins [44] in order to increase the number of paths through the graph. The motion
graph literature is vast, but our work is most related to the approach of Yamane
et al. [45], who used binary trees to organize the data and the resulting transition
graphs to generate human body locomotion on a desired path. Sidenbladh et al.
[46] also used a binary tree structure for an efficient sampling of human poses.
An important aspect that needs to be considered when using robots in domes-
tic settings is the robot’s reaction to unforeseen contacts with the environment,
especially humans. As human safety is paramount, the collision forces should be
as low as possible. By detecting contacts, appropriate steps can be taken to min-
imize the impact forces. One way of addressing this problem is by detecting and
interpreting contacts through sensitive artificial skin, which can be implemented
as a bumper-based hard shell [47] or, more commonly, as a soft tactile sensing
array [48, 49, 50]. Among the drawbacks of using a sensitive skin are high price,
contacts with areas that cannot be covered, and the inherent sensor delay.
On the other hand, a compliant robot can be safe without the use of additional
sensors. Robots can be made passively compliant by design [51]. Contact forces
can be mitigated by reducing the weight and hardness of the robot structure
[52, 53, 54]. Another way of achieving passive compliance is through actuator
design by implementing elastic elements [55]. Elastic elements can also adapt to
a given task. They were extensively researched through the development of the
concept of variable stiffness actuators [56, 57, 58].
As an alternative to passive approaches, compliance can also be achieved
through torque control strategies. By comparing actual torques and required
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theoretical torques, compliant robot behavior can be achieved [59, 60, 61]. The
main problem with this approach is that besides needing access to actual torques
through sensors, a correct dynamic model for each task variation must be available
in order to calculate optimal torques for robot control. Models of task dynamics
are often not available. Passivity-based robot control has been demonstrating
good results in reducing unwanted forces while executing tasks in unstructured
environments [62, 63]. While the dynamical model of the robot is needed for
passivity-based control, the task’s model is not. As an alternative to active
torque control strategies, different biologically inspired methods were proposed
for dynamic robot control. An extensive review of computational mechanisms for
sensorimotor control, which covers methods from optimal feedback control [64]
to forward models and predictive control [65], was recently published by Franklin
and Wolpert [66].
Human-robot collaboration is another important aspect when it comes to in-
troducing robots into home environments and industry settings of SMEs. The
first step in a successful human robot collaboration is recognizing human inten-
tion, i.e., recognizing and/or classifying human movements. In the second step,
an appropriate collaborative movement must be synthesized and executed by a
robot. Various authors have tackled human robot collaboration using Hidden
Markov Models (HMMs). Lee et al. [67] learned responsive robot behaviors us-
ing hierarchical HMMs. A path-map HMM was used [68] to model interaction
between two demonstrators while executing a collaborative task. An extension
of DMPs, called Interaction Primitives (IPs), was proposed by Ben Amor et al.
[69]. They used a demonstrated set of a single collaborative movement with
probabilistic approaches to predict DMP distributions of the interactive primi-
tive. Probabilistic Movement Primitives [30] were also used for collaborative task
execution [70, 71]. The work most related to our proposed approach, was done by
Yamane et al. [45, 72]. Similarly to our work, they used a binary tree database to
recognize human movement and then synthesized an appropriate robot reaching
movement.
1.2 Contribution of this thesis
1.2 Contribution of this thesis
In this thesis we propose a hierarchical database (HDb) of example movements
and use it to tackle several robotic tasks.
First, we present a basic HDb used for synthesizing new robot trajectories from
a set of example movements [73, 74]. A set of demonstrations is encoded in a
hierarchical binary tree-like database. At each level a transition graph, denoting
possible transitions between the nodes, is constructed. If demonstrations have
similar enough parts, a path search algorithm can find new connections between
parts of demonstrations encoded at the desired level of granularity. If they do not
share similar parts, we implement a novel approach of hierarchical partial path
search and ensure smooth transitions between them through Dynamic Movement
Primitives. The expanded set of movements is then used with statistical methods
to gain a full representation of a new movement primitive.
To ensure compliant execution of robot tasks without the need for mathe-
matically defined dynamical models, we propose a novel approach of Compliant
Movement Primitives [75, 76]. Their kinematic part is gained through human
demonstration. The movement is then executed with a high-gain feedback con-
troller and the corresponding torques of the task are recorded. Both parts are
encoded as a combination of radial basis functions. To further adapt demon-
strated compliant movements, we propose to apply statistical generalization. We
also propose to integrate this representation in an expanded HDb and use it for
new compliant movement synthesis.
We also studied human-robot collaboration within an expanded HDb frame-
work [77]. In this framework, first a set of human-robot collaborative demonstra-
tions is acquired. Human trajectories are stored in the primary part of the HDb,
which is used for on-line human movement recognition. The secondary part en-
codes cooperative robot trajectories. Once the most probable human movement is
inferred, the secondary database is used to synthesize appropriate robot trajecto-
ries. To ensure smooth and continuous robot movements we propose integrating
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Dynamic Movement Primitives in the final stage of the approach.
The presented methods are evaluated through several experiments set in un-
structured environments.
2 Methodology
This chapter presents approaches used for building a hierarchical database (HDb)
of example movements, and using it to discover and synthesize new robot control
policies. In Section 2.1, a method for encoding demonstrated data in a database is
presented. The recorded data is stored in a hierarchical binary tree-like database
consisting of multiple levels and transition graphs. This primary database can be
expanded with a secondary one, which encodes additional corresponding data.
As shown throughout this chapter, the HDb can be used to accomplish various
tasks. Section 2.2 presents an approach for synthesizing new robot policies by
finding new connections in the demonstrated movements encoded in the primary
database. In Section 2.3 we show that the proposed structure of the database
can also encode compliant movements. While the primary database includes
kinematic motion trajectories, the secondary one encodes corresponding torques
signals. New compliant movements can also be synthesized through a hierarchical
search in the database. While synthesizing new (compliant) robot movements
through HDb search is beneficiary, we also propose using statistical learning in
order to further adapt newly found robot policies.
The last section of this chapter focuses on human movement recognition
and cooperative robot task execution. Human-robot cooperative movements are
demonstrated and encoded in the expanded database. The primary database,
which encodes human movements, is used for movement recognition. The sec-
ondary database encodes recorded robot trajectories and is employed to generate
appropriate cooperative robot movements.
11
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2.1 Building the Hierarchical Database
The HDb is constructed from a set of example demonstrated movements. Their
trajectories can be acquired either in task or in joint space. For the purpose of
building the database, we combine all the acquired trajectories in one sample
motion matrix:
Y = [y1,y2, . . . ,yn], (2.1)
where yi denotes the state vectors sampled at a given discrete time interval and
n is the total number of all postures belonging to all example trajectories incor-
porated into the database. State vectors for the end-effector trajectories specified
in Cartesian space can, for example, be defined as
yi = [pix, p˙ix, piy, p˙iy, piz, p˙iz]
T , (2.2)
where pij and p˙ij, j = x, y, z, denote the position and velocity at time ti, re-
spectively. If the trajectories are given in joint space, then state vectors can be
defined as
yi = [qi1, q˙i1, qi2, q˙i2, . . . , qiqDOF, q˙iDOF]
T , (2.3)
where the j-th joint angle and its velocity at time ti are denoted by qij and q˙ij,
and DOF stands for the number of the robot’s degrees of freedom.
Once example trajectories are stored and arranged in a sample matrix, they
can be utilized to build a binary tree-like HDb. The complete sample data matrix
Y represents the root node v11, i.e., the first node at the first level. A clustering
algorithm is used to sort the state vectors into two clusters. These clusters rep-
resent child nodes at the second level, v21 and v
2
2. We use k-means [78] clustering
algorithm (with k = 2). It turned out in our experiments, that this algorithm
suits our needs best (see Subsection 3.1.1). The state vectors grouped in both
child nodes are then split again to gain nodes at the next level of the database,
as seen in Fig. 2.1. The division into two child nodes, i.e., the binary tree-like
2.1 Building the Hierarchical Database
Figure 2.1: Generation of the hierarchical database with binary tree and transi-
tion graphs. The sample motion matrix Y is divided into two child nodes with
k-means clustering. The transition graph (TG), which represents possible tran-
sitions between the nodes at this level, is built. The data associated with each
node is then clustered into child nodes for the 3rd level, where the TG is built
again. We continue this procedure until all nodes ﬁt the stopping criteria. Note
that we expand all nodes to the last level even if they stop splitting before.
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database, was selected to generate a representation of sample movements on as
many different levels of granularity as possible. This is useful for finding and
joining partial movements in the database, as is explained in Section 2.2.
It is not sensible to continue clustering until the last possible level, as this last
level would consist of individual state vectors. Instead, a criterion based on the
variability of state vectors contained in a node is used do decide when to stop
splitting each node. We define the mean distance dv of node v as
dv =
∑nv
i=1 d(yvi, cv)
nv
, (2.4)
where nv denotes the number of state vectors clustered at node v. Euclidean
distance d(yvi, cv) is determined between state vector yvi associated with node v
and the mean of all state vectors cv. If dv is lower than a predefined threshold,
then state vectors contained in the node are deemed similar. By not splitting
these nodes, we avoid making the HDb unnecessarily deep. On the other hand,
we split the nodes even if they include a small number of sufficiently diverse
state vectors. In this way we improve the precision of our representation while
preventing an unnecessarily deep database. With this criterion we cluster the
data into nodes until there are no nodes left to split. We extend every branch to
the last level by copying the leaf nodes, thereby ensuring that all state vectors
are represented at all levels of the database.
A transition graph (TG) is constructed at each level of the database. It
represents all transitions between the nodes at the current level. Again, see Fig.
2.1 for a simple example of a HDb. Edge weights in the TG are denoted as
transition weights and are based on example movements. Transition weight from
node vk to node vl is estimated by
Φkl =
mkl
nvk
(2.5)
where nvk denotes the number of state vectors clustered at node vk and mkl
denotes the number of transitions observed in all trajectories of the original data
2.1 Building the Hierarchical Database
Figure 2.2: A simple example indicating graph’s transition weight calculation.
While small circles mark state vectors, both dashed lines represent their sequence
on the demonstrated trajectories. Bigger ellipses denote state vectors grouped
into nodes. In this example case the number of transitions between nodes is
mkl = 2, which results in a transition weight of Φkl = mkl/nvk = 2/4 = 0.5.
Figure 2.3: Expanded database. The ﬁgure shows an example structure of the
expanded database. The captured data Y is divided into two parts. The ﬁrst
part of the data, Yp, is used to build the primary database as explained in
Section 2.1. The rest of the data Ys are encoded in the secondary database. This
data is not used for clustering and TG construction. It is simply stored as a
corresponding data in the nodes mirrored from the primary database. Each level
can have multiple layers of data, as denoted by dashed lines, to further divide
corresponding data. This is useful for synthesizing new complaint movement
primitives, as shown later in Section 2.3.5.
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from vk to vl, i. e., the number of all state vectors clustered in node vk that have
a successor in node vl.
To accelerate processing we store the mean xv of position components of all
state vectors yvi associated with the node v. Only if the node contains a final
configuration on an example trajectory, we store this final configuration instead
of the position mean of all state vectors. In this way we ensure that movements
generated by graph search end in the same end points as the original movements.
By combining several trajectories in the same node, we lose the time component.
We explain later in Section 2.2.3 how time duration tv of each node v is estimated
through a ratio of the number of state vectors associated with the node v and
the number of original example trajectories passing through it.
2.1.1 Secondary Database
In order to record additional information, which should not affect the clustering
process and TG construction, the database can be extended with a secondary
database. A simple example is depicted in Fig. 2.3. The recorded data in
divided into two parts. A part of the data Yp is used to build the primary
database as described in Section 2.1. The corresponding data Ys is then encoded
in the secondary database and can include corresponding torques, cooperative
movements, etc. The secondary database is not separately clustered, but rather
associated with the corresponding nodes in the primary database. As seen in
Fig. 2.3, each level of the secondary database consists of mirrored nodes from
the same level in the primary database. While primary nodes where gained
through clustering and encode the first part of the data Yp, the secondary nodes
are simply mirrored and encode the corresponding data Ys. Each level in the
secondary database can have multiple layers, where each layer encodes some of
the corresponding data Ys. As we show later, multiple layers in the second
database can be used for encoding compliant movements. While kinematic part
of the compliant movement is stored in the primary database, the secondary
database encodes corresponding torques. As a single kinematic trajectory can
2.2 Synthesizing New Trajectories
have multiple corresponding torque trajectories, a level in the secondary database
has multiple layers for each corresponding level in the primary database. Further
explanation on using extended databases is given in Section 2.3.5 and 2.5.
2.2 Synthesizing New Trajectories
Given the HDb, consisting of a binary tree, means of state vectors xv (or end
points) at nodes v, and transition graphs for every level l, we can now search for
new sets of example movements in the transition graphs and thus generate new
trajectories from example movements (see Figure 2.4, subparts 2a, 2b and 2c).
We do that by utilizing a transition graph search at the desired level, denoted as
ld. If paths are not found, we employ a hierarchical partial paths search. The
(partial) paths are then enhanced by time evolution and encoded as dynamic
movement primitives (DMPs) [20, 22, 21]. The details on DMPs are omitted
at this point and presented in Appendix A. For clarity we limit the following
discussion to Cartesian space trajectories; joint space trajectories could be treated
equivalently. Alg. 1 describes the process of finding a new example movement,
while Alg. 2 focuses on hierarchical search of partial paths (Subsection 2.2.2 and
Fig. 2.4, subpart 2b). It is based on A* algorithm for finding shortest paths
between the start and end points.
2.2.1 Transition Graph Search for Paths
We start the process of discovering new discrete movement primitives, i. e., point-
to-point movements such as reaching or grasping, by selecting the desired start
and end point xst and xend of the movement. If the desired start and end point are
not among the computed position means, we first establish the closest start and
end node vldst and v
ld
end in the transition graph at the desired level ld. The desired
level determines the fidelity of reproduction compared to the original trajectories.
Normally we select the last level in the database, as here the accuracy is the
highest. In the simplest case when the start and end node belong to the same
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Figure 2.4: Block diagram presenting the proposed approach. 1) Building the
hierarchical database. Captured example trajectories are stored in sample data
matrix Y. It is used as a root node, which is clustered into two child nodes.
These are then clustered further to obtain the nodes at the next level. At each
level, a transition graph (TG), which encodes the possible transitions between
the nodes at this level, is constructed. We continue this process until the last
level. 2a) Transition graph search. The desired start and end positions and the
desired level of the database are selected. Nodes closest to the desired positions
in the TG at the speciﬁed level of the database are found. A* search algorithm
is applied to ﬁnd possible shortest paths. If the desired start and end nodes
belong to the same connected component in the TG, desired paths are found.
2b) Hierarchical search. The hierarchical structure of the database is used to
ﬁnd partial paths. They partially connect desired nodes at the desired level of
the database. 2c) Time and DMPs. Newly found paths and/or partial paths are
enhanced by time evolution and encoded as dynamic movement primitives. 3)
Statistical generalization. Statistical methods can now be utilized to generalize
the newly discovered sets of movements and obtain a complete representation of
a new movement primitive.
2.2 Synthesizing New Trajectories
connected component of the transition graph, we can find a path P ld(vldst, vldend)
between these two nodes using A* algorithm, which finds the shortest path based
on the TG weights. The details about A* are omitted and the reader is referred
to [79]. A path is defined as a series of nodes
P ld(vldst, vldend) = {vldst, vld2 , vld3 , . . . , vldend}, (2.6)
connecting start and end nodes in the transition graph at level ld. If that is not
the case, we need to find partial paths connecting the nodes (line 2 in Alg. 1 and
Fig. 2.4), using the hierarchical search presented in Alg. 2.
Algorithm 1: Searching for new example movement
Input: Desired start and end point xst and xend, respectively, and the
desired level ld of the hierarchical database
Output: New discovered trajectory nTrj encoded as a DMP
1 Find nodes vldst and v
ld
end on level ld closest to desired start and end points
xst and xend
2 P ld = FindPartialPaths(vldst, vldend, ld)
3 Transform the discovered (partial) path(s) specified as a sequence of graph
nodes at level ld into corresponding mean values of position parts of state
vectors {xi} and their time evolution Ti
4 Approximate (and combine) the resulting sequence of position state
vectors by encoding it as DMP, which describes nTrj
2.2.2 Hierarchical Search for Partial Paths
If the desired start and end nodes are not connected in the TG at the desired
level, we take advantage of the hierarchical structure of the database to find
partial paths that would connect them (Alg. 2 and Fig. 2.4, subpart 2b). First
we find the deepest level at which the transition graph has a connection between
the nodes vlst and v
l
end associated with the desired start and end points xst and
xend. Such a level always exists because there is only one node at the top level.
This is done by moving up the levels and using the A* search algorithm until a
path P l is found (Alg. 2, lines 1-5). However, this higher level does not have the
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Algorithm 2: Hierarchical search for partial paths FindPartialPaths
Input: Desired start and end node vldst and v
ld
end and the desired level ld of
the hierarchical database
Output: Path consisting of partial paths P ld = {pP ld1 , pP ld2 , · · · , pP ldnld}
used to connect desired nodes
1 Start at the desired level l = ld, use A* to search for pP l1 = P(vlst, vlend)
2 while pP l1 not found do
3 Move up one level l = l − 1
4 Find nodes vlst and v
l
end on level l closest to desired start and end point
xst and xend
5 Use A* to search for pP l1 = P(vlst, vlend)
6 let P l = {pP l1}, nl = 1
7 while l 6= ld do
8 Move down a level l = l + 1
P ′ = {}
9 for ∀pP l−1i ∈ P l−1 do
10 Find children of path’s pP l−1i border nodes on current level l,
except if the border nodes are vl−1st or/and v
l−1
end. In that case find
node closest to xst and/or xend
S = {children of the start node of pP l−1i }
11 repeat
12 Use A* to find shortest paths {pP lk} from the given set of start
nodes S to all accessible descending nodes of pP l−1i in
transition graph at level l
13 i = 1, pP = {}, S = {}
14 for all newly discovered partial paths pP lk do
15 j = index of the node on partial path pP l−1i which is the
parent of the end node of pP lk
16 if j > i then
pP = {}, S = {}
17 if j ≥ i then
pP = pP ∪ {pP lk}
S = S ∪ {nodes with the same parent in pP l−1i as the
end node pP lk}
i = j
18 P ′ = P ′ ∪ pP
until S contains one of the children of the end node of pP l−1i
19 Find the optimum sequence of partial paths in P ′ that connect the
start and end node at this level, P l = {pP l1, pP l2, . . . , pP lnl}
20 Return P ld
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Figure 2.5: Hierarchical search of partial paths (see Alg. 2) illustrated by a
simple example. After the path P ld(vldst, vldend) is not found at the desired level of
the database ld, the lowest level ld− 4, where a connecting path exists, is found.
We then move one level down to ﬁnd connection at level ld − 3. As the direct
connecting path at this level P ld−3(vld−3st , vld−3end ) does not exist, we search for a
node that broke the connection. A* search is used in order to ﬁnd the two partial
paths. One connecting the start node vld−3st and one of the break node’s children
and the other connecting the other break node’s child with the end node vld−3end .
We then move down another level to ld − 2 starting with the two partial paths.
No new break points occurred at this level. Optimum partial paths are selected
based on euclidean distances between their end and start nodes (marked with
dashed lines). When moving down one more level to ld− 1, it is not possible to
connect the descending border nodes of the right partial path. New partial paths
have to be found instead, so moving to the desired level ld results in three partial
paths. The bottom of the ﬁgure shows DMP-based interpolation of partial paths
into a smooth and continuous trajectory.
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desired granularity. To achieve proper granularity, we need to move down to the
desired depth ld. Since the desired path does not exist at the deeper levels, we
need to find a series of partial paths {pP ldi }, which connect the desired start and
end nodes vldst and v
ld
end at the desired level ld.
The hierarchical search for partial paths is outlined by a simple example in
Fig. 2.5 and by pseudo-code in Alg. 2, lines 7-20. The search is started by
taking the path P l at the lowest level l at which such a path exists. This means
that at the beginning there is only one partial path. We then start moving down
the levels, l = l + 1, and find all children of border nodes of each partial path.
We then apply A* to find connecting path, i. e., paths between successive border
nodes (Alg. 2, line 12). If the direct connecting path at this level does not exist,
then nodes that broke the connection must be found. The node that broke the
connection at this level is found by searching for paths between the start node
and the nodes which parents were on the path at the previous level. Once a
connection to just one child is found, its parent is marked as a break node. The
break nodes are used to construct partial paths between the desired nodes (Alg.
2, repeat loop starting at line 11). Once a series of partial paths, that can be used
to connect the start and end node at this level, i. e., vlst and v
l
end, has been found,
we select the optimum sequence of partial paths between these two nodes (Alg.
2, line 19 and Fig. 2.5). The optimum sequence of partial paths is selected based
on shortest euclidean distances between their end and start nodes (see dashed
lines in Fig. 2.5). We continue moving down the levels and searching for partial
paths until we reach the desired level l = ld. At this point the discovered path
connecting the desired start and end node is represented by a series of partial
paths
P ld = {pP ld1 , pP ld2 , · · · , pP ldnld}, (2.7)
which can be translated into a sequence of nodes
{vld1 , vld2 , . . . , vldm}. (2.8)
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2.2.3 Time Evolution and DMP Encoding
New example trajectories are defined by positional means xi of sample points
associated with nodes vldi , i = 1, . . . ,m. As the time component is lost during
encoding of recorded example movements, new examples need to be enhanced by
time stamps. To approximate time durations of nodes we define the duration of
a single node v as follows
tv =
nv
mv
∆t, (2.9)
where 1/∆t is the sampling frequency, nv denotes the number of state vectors
clustered in node v and mv the number of trajectories passing through node v.
Discovered trajectories can now be written as a sequence
M = {(x1, T1), (x2, T2), . . . , (xm, Tm)}, (2.10)
where
Ti =

0 if i = 1,
Ti−1 +
tvi−1 + tvi
2
if i > 1.
(2.11)
With the purpose of interpolating newly found sequences and combining par-
tial paths in a smooth and continuous way, each dimension of the discovered
trajectory {(x1, T1), (x2, T2), . . . , (xm, Tm)} is encoded as a DMP. The appendix
A presents further details regarding DMP encoding. By transforming (2.10) into
a DMP we ensure that combined partial paths result in a smooth and continuous
trajectory and thus prepare the newly discovered movements for execution on
a robot. The gaps between successive partial paths can be successfully bridged
by DMPs, as shown later in the evaluation chapter. Although other approaches
were considered, interpolation by DMPs showed to be more suited for our case.
For example, state vector interpolation based on minimum jerk trajectories opti-
mization of interpolation weights produced comparable results, but proved to be
more computationally demanding.
Newly synthesized trajectories can now be used to execute new movements,
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i. e., movements which connect start and end point from different demonstrated
movements. As presented in Fig. 2.4, subpart 3, multiple newly synthesized tra-
jectories can also be used as an example set for statistical generalization in order
to obtain a complete representation of a new movement primitive. Statistical
generalization is presented in Section 2.4.
2.3 Compliant Movements
One way to achieve a safe and successful execution of robot movements in un-
structured environments is through compliance. By knowing the dynamic models
of the robot and the task, compliance can be achieved through active torque con-
trol strategies. However, dynamic models, which include both the dynamics of
the robot and the dynamics of the task, are usually not known and can not be
easily learned from imitation. Instead, an expert is needed to define them. In
this work we propose a method to autonomously learn such models.
2.3.1 Control Framework
Assuming that a robot consists of rigid bodies, the equations of motion can be
written as
H(q)q¨ + C(q, q˙) + g(q) + (q, q˙, q¨) = τ , (2.12)
where q, q˙ and q¨ are the joint positions, velocities and accelerations, respectively,
H(q) is the inertia matrix, C(q, q˙) are the Coriolis and centripetal forces, g(q)
are the gravity forces and (q, q˙, q¨) are the nonlinearities which are not considered
in the rigid body dynamics, e. g. friction. We denote the robot’s inverse dynamic
model given by (2.12) as fdynamic(q, q˙, q¨) = H(q)q¨ + C(q, q˙) + g(q) + (q, q˙, q¨).
A possible control approach [80, 51] for tracking the desired position qd using the
robot’s inverse dynamic model is defined as
τu = K(qd − q) + D(q˙d − q˙) + fdynamic(q, q˙, q¨), (2.13)
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where τu is the commanded torque for impedance control, D is the damping
matrix, and K is the diagonal matrix that determines the stiffness of the robot.
If the diagonal elements of K are high, then the robot behavior is stiff. High
gains K result in a better tracking accuracy of the desired joint trajectory qd.
By lowering the values of the matrix K, the robot becomes less stiff, i. e., more
compliant.
However, while using compliant behavior with imprecise or/and incomplete
inverse dynamic models, tracking errors can rise significantly. Therefore, such a
controller, referred to as standard control approach from here on, cannot com-
pensate for model imperfections. Imprecise dynamical models can stem from
inaccurate robot’s dynamical model fdynamic(q, q˙, q¨) (e. g. friction). On the other
hand, the majority of model’s imprecisions can also come from non-modeled task-
specific dynamics, e. g. turning a handle or moving a heavy object.
To improve the tracking accuracy while maintaining compliant robot behavior,
we propose the following controller
τu = K(qd − q) + D(q˙d − q˙) + τf + fdynamic(q, q˙, q¨), (2.14)
where τf is an additional feedforward torque signal, which compensates for im-
precise or/and incomplete inverse dynamic models.
The task-specific dynamics, i. e., the dynamics which are task dependent and
therefore not included in the robot’s dynamical model, can be obtained with
mathematical modeling of the task [81, 82]. However, mathematical modeling
is a difficult and time consuming problem that can only be performed by an ex-
pert. Therefore, we propose an alternative solution where the robot autonomously
learns the proper task-specific dynamics τf in a controlled environment or under
human supervision. Once the task-specific dynamic is learned, the robot can
accurately execute the task while being compliant. Compliant behavior implies
lower impact forces in case of unexpected collisions. Therefore, the robot can
now safely work in unstructured environments and interact with humans.
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2.3.2 Compliant Movement Primitives and Their Learn-
ing
We define a compliant movement as a combination of desired motion trajectories
(joint positions) and corresponding joint torque signals
h(t) = [qd(t), τf (t)], (2.15)
where
qd(t) = [qd1(t), qd2(t), . . . , qdDOF(t)]
T , (2.16)
τf (t) = [τd1(t), τd2(t), . . . , τdDOF(t)]
T . (2.17)
In the proposed approach, motion trajectories qd are first obtained by human
demonstration and encoded as DMPs. To ensure identical poses on redundant
robots, joint trajectories are recorded. The corresponding torques τf are obtained
by executing the learned task trajectories with a high-gain feedback controller,
which provides information to achieve the required tracking accuracy. These task-
specific torques are encoded as a linear combination of radial basis functions. We
denote them as Torque Primitives (TPs). A pair of DMP and TP now describes a
compliant movement. We denote such a pair as a Compliant Movement Primitive
(CMP).
2.3.3 Learning Motion Trajectories
Various techniques can be applied to capture human demonstration. Kinesthetic
guiding was used throughout our evaluation to capture example robot kinematic
trajectories,
qx(t) = [qx1(t), qx2(t), . . . , qxDOF(t)]
T (2.18)
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where subscript x denotes examples. The complete robot position trajectory is
then given as
q˜x = {qx(t1), qx(t2), . . . , qx(tT )}, (2.19)
where T is the total number of captured samples throughout a single demon-
stration. Multiple demonstrations were executed in order to gain a set of ex-
ample trajectories. Each example trajectory successfully accomplishes one vari-
ation of the task described through task parameters called queries cq, which
affect the kinematic trajectory. Task parameters can describe a variety of things,
e. g., initial position of a discrete movement in task space that varies in a single
dimension cq = xstart, final position of the discrete movement in joints space,
cq = [q1, q2, . . . , qP ]
T , Cartesian mean position value of periodic motion in two
dimensions, cq = [px, py]
T , etc. With multiple demonstrations, a set of example
motion trajectories in joint space is given as,
Qx = {q˜xj, cqj}Nj=1, (2.20)
where N denotes the total number of captured examples q˜x. We encode each
example trajectory q˜x as a DMP. The DMP phase variable s is useful in case of
external perturbations and is common across all DOFs. In our case, the phase is
common across the complete CMP, which, in addition to a DMP, also includes a
Torque Primitive (TP).
2.3.4 Learning Corresponding Torque Signals
In order to obtain the torque samples associated with the example movement q˜x,
τ˜x = {τx(t1), τx(t2), . . . , τx(tT )}, (2.21)
τx(t) = [τx1(t), τx2(t), . . . , τxP (t)]
T , (2.22)
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q˜x is first executed a high gain feedback controller
τu = K(qx − q) + D(q˙x − q˙) + fdynamic(q, q˙, q¨), (2.23)
The desired velocities q˙x are provided by the DMP. It should be stressed here
that in this step high values of K are needed in order to ensure the required
tracking accuracy. At this stage the task-specific dynamical model is being learned
by recording torques provided by the controller. If the values K are low while
using an imprecise dynamical model, which is missing the task-specific dynamical
models, the controller won’t be able to track the desired trajectory qx and faulty
torques will be recorded. Task-specific torques τx are gained by subtracting the
known robot’s dynamics fdynamic(q, q˙, q¨) from actual measured torques τm at
robot’s joints:
τx = τm − fdynamic(q, q˙, q¨). (2.24)
Here we assume that the robot’s dynamic model is known and the recorded
torques are used to mitigate its errors and compensate for task-specific dynam-
ics. If the robot’s model is not known, the high gain feedback controller used for
learning changes from (2.23) to
τu = K(qx − q) + D(q˙x − q˙), (2.25)
and the torques for learning would be defined as
τx = τm. (2.26)
In this case we are learning a model which includes task-specific dynamics and
robot’s own dynamics.
Each demonstrated motion q˜x can be executed multiple times under different
task conditions cτ which effect the dynamics of the task. In this way we obtain
compliant movement trajectories, which have different corresponding task-specific
torques, but the same position trajectory. For example, the robot is moving
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objects of varying mass cτ = m over the same position trajectory, which produces
corresponding torques that differ for each different mass. Thus we obtain a set
of example torque signals,
Tx = {τ˜xk, cτ k}NMk=1 , (2.27)
where M is the number of times each of the N example motion trajectory q˜xj
were executed with varying conditions cτ .
A linear combination of radial basis functions is used to encode task-specific
torques τ˜x as a TP. As the fallowing equations are based on DMP equations, see
Appendix A for additional explanation. For discrete movement the torques for
one DOF are given by
τx(s) =

∑nz
i=1wτiψi(s)∑nz
i=1 ψi(s)
s ≥ s
τx(s) s < s,
(2.28)
where s denotes the final value of the phase variable for the encoded learned
torque signal. In this way the final torque value is maintained, even if CMPs are
executed beyond the final learned point. For periodic movements the torques are
given by
τx(φ) =
∑nz
i=1wτiΓi(φ)∑nz
i=1 Γi(φ)
. (2.29)
As with equations (A.7) to (A.10) used for DMPs, a system of linear equation is
defined in order to compute the torque primitives τx(s) and τx(φ). A simplified
approach for encoding torque primitives alters the DMP target function (A.7) to:
f(Ti) = τ˜x(Ti). (2.30)
Through human demonstration and subsequent high gain execution under
varying condition we can gain a set of total NM example compliant movements,
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i. e., pairs of motion trajectories and corresponding torques,
Hx = {{q˜x1, τ˜x1}, . . . , {q˜x1, τ˜xM},
{q˜x2, τ˜x(M+1)}, . . . , {q˜x2, τ˜x(2M)}, . . . ,
{q˜xN , τ˜x((N−1)M+1)}, . . . , {q˜xN , τ˜x(NM)}}, (2.31)
which can be used to compliantly execute tasks under varying conditions defined
by query points,
Cx = {[cqT1 , cτ T1 ]T , . . . , [cqT1 , cτ TM ]T ,
[cq
T
2 , cτ
T
M+1]
T , . . . , [cq
T
2 , cτ
T
2M ]
T , . . . ,
[cq
T
N , cτ
T
(N−1)M+1]
T , . . . , [cq
T
N , cτ
T
NM ]
T}. (2.32)
By encoding motion trajectories as DMPs and corresponding torque signals as
TPs, we obtain a set of NM example CMPs
HCMPx = {wqk, gqk,wτ k, υk, ck}, k = 1, . . . , NM, (2.33)
represented by DMP weights wqk and goals gqk, TP weights wτ k, common dura-
tions of DMP and TP υk and query points ck = [cq
T
j , cτ
T
k ]
T .
While learned sets of CMPs can be used to compliantly and accurately execute
corresponding tasks by using the proposed controller (2.14), they can also be
used as an example set and expanded. Statistical generalization, presented in
Section 2.4, can be used in order to synthesize new CMPs. These generalized
CMPs can accurately and compliantly execute tasks, for which queries lie between
the demonstrated ones. The other proposed approach, presented in the next
subsection 2.3.5, uses a HDb in order to synthesize new CMPs from a set of
demonstrated ones encoded in an extended database.
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2.3.5 Synthesizing New Compliant Movement Primitives
The process of synthesizing new compliant movements starts with encoding the
example trajectory set Hx in an expanded HDb. The kinematic trajectories {q˜x1,
q˜x2, . . . , q˜xN} are used to build the primary database, as described in Section 2.1.
They are all concatenated in a sample motion matrix, which is then repeatedly
divided into child nodes. Each node stores means of state vectors combined in it.
At each level, a transition graph that encodes the possible transitions between
the nodes is built.
The secondary database, representing the corresponding torque signals {τ˜x1,
τ˜x2, . . . , τ˜xNM} of compliant movements, is built by copying each primary level.
For every node in the primary database, a corresponding node is constructed in
the secondary database. This means that for each part of the kinematic trajecto-
ries, represented in a single node through the mean of state vectors, we store the
corresponding means of torque signals in a node in the secondary database. As
there can be M multiple corresponding torques per single kinematic trajectory,
we repeat this M -times and thus gain multiple layers (see Fig. 2.3). Each layer
represents torques gained under a different task condition cτ .
We start the search for compliant movements by selecting the input param-
eters, i. e., desired start and end points on two different trajectories, a desired
torque layer corresponding to the task condition cτ , and a database level. As the
level determines the fidelity of reproduction compared to the original trajectories,
we normally select the last level of the HDb. We then try to find a path between
the nodes corresponding to the desired start and end joint position. To achieve
that we employ A* search algorithm in the transition graph at the desired level
and find the most probable path w.r.t. TG weights. From it a sequence of mean
state vectors, corresponding to the sequence of nodes on the path, is gained. See
Section 2.2 for more details.
Through corresponding nodes in the secondary database, mean torques are
added to the mean state vectors of the discovered sequence. The layer in the
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secondary database is selected according to the desired task condition cτ . We
enhance this sequence further with time durations td corresponding to the added
torques. Now we have a sequence of joint positions, torques and their time dura-
tions. The sequence is then encoded as a CMP and can be used to execute new,
not directly shown, movements while remaining compliant.
2.4 Statistical Generalization
As mentioned in Section 2.2, new sets of trajectories can be synthesized through
search in a HDb of example movements. But although the original demonstrated
set of trajectories was expanded, it still covers just a limited amount of trajecto-
ries.
Learning CMPs through human demonstration, presented in Section 2.3, can
simplify compliant execution of dynamical tasks. But this cannot be done for each
possible variation of the task. For each new task descriptor, a new CMP needs
to be learned, i.e. a new motion trajectory needs to be learned through human
demonstrations and executed on a robot for torque learning. If the movement
deviates just on the torque level, e. g. because of different payload, then only
supervised learning of the torque is needed.
Statistical techniques can be used to further adapt synthesized sets of robot
movements and learned CMPs. For that, a set of learned CMPs or a set of
newly synthesized trajectories encoded as DMPs are needed. In addition, they
need to transition smoothly between each other as a function of query points (i.e.
task descriptors). Generalization allows executing tasks at an arbitrary query
point c within the learned query space. Although the description of statistical
generalization implementation is focused on CMP, an almost identical approach
is used to generalize newly synthesized robot movements.
For statistical generalization we use Gaussian process regression (GPR), which
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can be used to learn a function
FHCMPx : c 7−→ [wq, gq,wτ , υ]. (2.34)
A CMP, defined by wq, gq, wτ , and υ, can be used to execute a task, defined by a
query c, in a compliant manner. By the above definition, FHCMPx (c) computes an
appropriate CMP parameters at the given query c, i. e. the given task variation.
A Gaussian process describes a distribution over functions [83]. For each
component function f of the vector valued function FHCMPx (c), Gaussian process
regression can be used to estimate f from data such as the one given in (2.33).
In general, Gaussian process is defined as
f(c) ∼ GP(m(c), cov(c, c′)), (2.35)
where m(c) = E(f(c)) is the mean and cov(c, c′) = E[(f(c) − m(c))(f(c′) −
m(c′))] the covariance function.
Lets denote example outputs of one component of the CMP as gk = f(ck)+ ,
where  is normally distributed white noise,  ∼ N (0, σ2n), which denotes the
measurement noise. Lets assume now that besides the original data we obtain
a new set of inputs c∗1, . . . , c
∗
k and outputs g
∗ = [g∗T1 , . . . , g
∗T
K ]
T . If the mean
of the process is assumed zero, the joint distribution of example outputs g =
[gT1 , . . . , g
T
NM ]
T and new outputs g∗ is given by g
g∗
 ∼ N
0,
 Σ(C,C) + σ2nI Σ(C,C∗)
Σ(C∗,C) Σ(C∗,C∗)
 , (2.36)
where C denotes the matrix of example inputs, C∗ the matrix of new inputs
and Σ is obtained by pairwise evaluation of the covariance function cov. In our
experiments we used the squared exponential covariance function
cov(c, c′) = σ2f exp
(
−‖c− c
′‖2
2l2
)
, (2.37)
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where parameter σf defines the variance of the signal {gk} and l is the charac-
teristic length-scale, i. e., roughly the distance that one has to move in the input
space before the value of the function changes significantly [83].
Thus, given new queries c∗, using (2.36) we can estimate the mean of output
values g∗ as follows [83]
g¯∗ = Σ(C∗,C)[Σ(C,C) + σ2nI]
−1g. (2.38)
Equation (2.37) introduces new parameters that need to be determined. These
free parameters, called hyperparameters,
θ = {σf , l, σn}, (2.39)
affect the prediction of the Gaussian process. Ideally, hyperparameters are com-
puted automatically from the data. This can be accomplished by maximizing the
log marginal likelihood
L = log p(g|C,θ)=−1
2
gT [Σ(C,C) + σ2nI]
−1g − (2.40)
1
2
log
(
det
[
Σ(C,C) + σ2nI
])− n
2
log 2pi,
which can be done using any of the standard nonlinear optimization routines.
Optimizing the hyperparameters θ and calculating the inverse matrix [Σ(C,C)+
σ2nI]
−1 (2.38) is the most computationally expensive part of Gaussian process re-
gression. But all these calculations can be done oﬄine as they depend only on
the training data HCMPx .
Once the GP is trained using example CMPs, new appropriate CMPs for given
queries c can be calculated by simple matrix multiplications, which can easily be
accomplished in real time.
2.5 Recognition and Cooperative Movement Synthesis
2.5 Recognition and Cooperative Movement Syn-
thesis
An expanded HDb, presented in Subsection 2.1.1, can be employed for various
purposes. Besides using it for new CMP synthesis, presented in Subsection 2.3.5,
we propose using it also for human movement recognition and cooperative robot
movement synthesis.
The process of building the HDb starts by demonstrating a set of cooperative
movements by cooperating demonstrators. The set demonstrated by the first
demonstrator is acquired by a marker-based motion capture system and denoted
as a set of initiating movements. The second demonstrator generates a set of
corresponding robot movements by kinesthetic guiding. They are denoted as
participating movements. The process of building the HDb begins with capturing
a set of nS demonstrated cooperative movements,
SY = {Y1,Y2, . . . ,YnS}, (2.41)
where each demonstration consists of initiating human and participating robot
movements. Each demonstration consist of nY state vectors sampled at a given
discrete time tY ,
Yi = [y1,y2, . . . ,ynY ], (2.42)
where each state vector,
yi = [y
h
i ,y
r
i ]
T , (2.43)
includes state vectors yhi belonging to human trajectories, and state vectors y
r
i
from the captured robot movements. If the set consist of demonstrations with
different durations, then the number of state vectors nY will vary between them.
Both human and robot state vectors can be defined differently. State vectors
for end-effector trajectories can, for example, be specified in Cartesian space and
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defined as
yi = [pix, p˙ix, piy, p˙iy, piz, p˙iz], (2.44)
where pij and p˙ij, j = x, y, z, denote the position and velocity at time ti. If the
robot trajectories are given in joint space, then state vectors are defined as
yi = [qi1, q˙i1, qi2, q˙i2, . . . , qiDOF, q˙iDOF], (2.45)
where the j-th joint angle and its velocity at time ti are denoted by qij and q˙ij.
These sets are then used to build an extended HDb as presented in Section
2.1, where the initiating human set is used to build the primary database and the
participating robot set is encoded in the secondary database (with single layers).
The proposed approach for human movement recognition and cooperative task
synthesis can be roughly divided into three main components, as seen in Fig. 2.6.
The first component, human movement recognition, has multiple inputs: the
sliding window containing latests observed human marker positions, the primary
part of the extended HDb encoding the set of human movements, and transition
graphs. It traverses the database through the levels and finds the most probable
nodes for the current sliding window. The second component of the process uses
a transition graph to extrapolate from these nodes. It then determines the most
probable human path, i. e., a sequence of nodes ending with a node containing
the end position. The last component, robot movement synthesis, looks at the
secondary database and establishes the corresponding robot nodes, i.e., robot
positions. It then uses DMPs to interpolate them and synthesizes a participating
robot trajectory which can be executed on the robot. All components are detailed
in the following subsections.
2.5.1 Movement Recognition
Initiating human movement recognition is done by hierarchical search through the
primary database, which encodes demonstrated human movements. It starts by
updating the sliding window, i.e., the sequence of last nW state vectors observed
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Figure 2.6: Recognition and cooperative movement synthesis overview. The pro-
cess can be divided into three components: human movement recognition, which
finds the most probable human nodes w.r.t. the current sliding window; human
path prediction, which uses transition graphs to predict a full human path; and
robot movement synthesis, which uses DMPs to interpolate between correspond-
ing robot nodes and generates an executable participating robot trajectory.
in the current captured human movement
Y o = {yono−nW , . . . ,yono−1,yono}, (2.46)
where o denotes observed, and no represents the complete number of observed
human state vectors from the start of the movement. Naturally, observed human
movements consist only of human state vectors yh (see Eq. 2.43). The size of
the sliding window nW is a compromise between the speed of recognition and the
confidence of the result. In our experiments size nW = 4 was used. Recognition
is done by traversing through the levels of the basic HDb, with multiple steps
done at each level l:
1. Establish the considered nodes vc at current level l. These nodes are children
of all the nodes that were below the certain cut-off range at the previous
level. The cut-off range is a compromise between the speed of recognition
and the confidence of the result and is determined empirically. At the first
level of the HDb used for recognition (usually level 3) all the nodes are
denoted as considered nodes.
2. Matrix of considered nodes at current level Gl is build, where each row
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contains a permutation of considered nodes vc and has the length of the
sliding window nW . Matrix G
l includes all possible permutations.
3. The recognition score for each permutation set is calculated,
R = Kd
nW∑
i=1
d(yoi , v
c
i ) +
nW−1∑
i=1
τ(vci , v
c
i+1), (2.47)
where d(yoi , v
c
i ) denotes Euclidian distance between the observed human
state vector yoi and the mean state vector corresponding to the considered
node vci . The distance weighting factor Kd is used to prioritize distance
term in the overall score and is established empirically. The second term,
τ(vci , v
c
i+1), denotes the transition weight between the considered nodes,
which is derived from the transition graph at the current level.
4. Determine the nodes belonging to permutations with recognition score R
above the cut-off range, which is a compromise between the speed of recog-
nition and the confidence of the result. Only the children of these nodes
are considered as we move to the next level of the HDb.
When the last level is reached, the permutation of nodes with the highest recogni-
tion score is considered as the recognized human sequence, i.e., probable sequence
of nodes relating to the observed human movement in the current sliding window.
2.5.2 Movement Prediction
The second component expands on the found probable nodes corresponding to the
current sliding window. It extrapolates from the nodes based on a corresponding
transition graph. By continuing from this sequence through the transition graph,
following the edges with the highest transition weight Φkl, the most probable
subsequent sequence of human nodes, i.e., the human path, can be inferred. The
highest weighted edges are followed until one of the end nodes. See Fig. 2.7 for
a simple representation.
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Primary Part of the HDb Secondary Part of the HDb
Figure 2.7: A simple representation of a recognized sequence of human nodes,
most probable human path, and a corresponding robot path. The most probable
sequence of nodes, representing recognized human sequence, is denoted in blue.
It was found by traversing the primary hierarchical database with the currently
observed human movement, i. e. the sliding window. By continuing through the
transition graph, the most probable subsequent sequence of human nodes can be
inferred. It can be seen in the primary part of the hierarchical database, shown in
green. By transferring it to the secondary part of the hierarchical database, the
most probable robot path can be found. It is represented by a sequence of nodes
corresponding to the nodes in the human movement. A simple representation can
be seen in the secondary part of the hierarchical database, denoted in green.
2.5.3 Cooperative Movement Synthesis
The process of synthesizing participating robot movements is similar to the basic
principle of time evolution and DMP encoding described in Subsection 2.2.3. But,
instead of using means of state vectors in the primary database, we use means
of state vectors from the secondary database, which encodes participating robot
movement.
The second important diﬀerence is in selecting DMP start parameters, i.e.,
starting positions y0 and velocities y˙0. With the basic principle the starting ve-
locity is set to 0 and the position is set to the mean of state vectors belonging to
the start node. In contrast, participating movements synthesis needs to be done
on-line while the robot can already be executing a previously synthesized partic-
ipating movement. If the human changed his\hers initiating movement in such
a way that recognition switched to a diﬀerent human path, the start of the new
robot movement can diﬀer signiﬁcantly from the current robot position and ve-
locity. We remedy this by setting the DMP start parameters to the current robot
position and velocity. With this approach we can generate smooth and continuous
transitions while switching between encoded demonstrated movements.
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2.6 Summary of Novel Contributions
As we focus on arm trajectories and manipulation tasks, several novelties were
proposed w.r.t. previously introduced binary-tree databases. The required higher
precision of newly synthesized trajectories was ensured by a clustering criterion
based on the variability of the node’s data. To ensure the optimum granularity
of the database, the clustering algorithm itself was selected based on comparison
between several state of the art approaches. A novel approach for hierarchical
partial path search was introduced. With it we can synthesize new trajectories
even if the encoded example movements share no similar parts at the desired level.
Multiple new trajectories can be synthesized from a set of dissimilar example
movements. Dynamic Movement Primitives were integrated to ensure a smooth
and continuous trajectories gained from combined partial paths. New sets were
further adapted through statistical generalization techniques.
To ensure safe and successful execution of robot movements without the need
for dynamical models, we introduced a new framework of Compliant Movement
Primitives for discrete and periodic tasks. They are based on examples gained
through human demonstration and their execution on a robot. We showed that
the approach can execute the learned movement with high precision while ex-
hibiting compliant behavior and low forces at unforeseen contacts. We further
enhanced the approach with adapting learned the Compliant Movement Primi-
tives through statistical generalization techniques.
Recognizing human movements and synthesizing appropriate corresponding
robot movements was executed on-line by implementing the expanded database.
To ensure smooth and continuous robot movements we propose to integrate the
approach with Dynamic Movement Primitives. In this way, we adapt to human
changes in movement in a smooth and continuous way on-line. In addition to
recognition, we showed that the expanded database can be used to encode learned
Compliant Movement Primitives and synthesize new ones.
3 Experimental evaluation
The evaluation chapter presents various possible applications of the HDb. In the
first part we evaluate the basic principle of synthesizing new movements through
hierarchical (partial) path search, while using just the primary database. In the
next set of experiments we analyze compliant movement primitives and their
synthesis through an extended HDb. The last part of this chapter focuses on
human movement recognition and cooperative task execution using an extended
HDb.
3.1 Synthesizing New Trajectories
We start by focusing on the synthesis of new trajectories. This is done by find-
ing new connections in a HDb where all example robot movements are gathered.
Section 3.1.1 compares three clustering approaches and determines the best one
for our case. Next, we evaluate synthesizing new motion trajectories in two ex-
periments. In the first (Section 3.1.2) we use two demonstrated sets of reaching
movements, and in the second (Section 3.1.3) 6 sets of demonstrated robot move-
ments of placing object on racks.
3.1.1 Clustering Algorithm Evaluation
Before building the database, we needed to select a clustering algorithm. We
compared three popular and widely used approaches for building a HDb from
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captured movements (see Section 2.1). Due to its relatively simple implemen-
tation and good results, k -means algorithm [84] is widely used. Two other ap-
proaches commonly used are expectation-maximization (EM) clustering [85] and
PCA with minimum-error thresholding technique [86]. As determining the best
clustering algorithm for every application not possible [87], we constructed hi-
erarchical databases using the three different clustering algorithms. The best
suited approach for our application was then selected based on the quality of the
clusters.
Compared Clustering Algorithms
The first approach we evaluated is the k-means algorithm (with k = 2). It clusters
data, i. e. recorded state vectors {y1,y2, . . . ,yn}, by minimizing the within-cluster
sum of squares for individual clusters
arg max
S
k∑
i=1
∑
yj∈Si
||yj − µi||2, (3.1)
where µi denotes the mean value of data associated with cluster Si and S =
{S1, . . . , Si}. After the initial random selection of cluster centroids, each cluster-
ing iteration executes two steps. In the first step the algorithm assigns each state
vector to a cluster based on within-cluster sum of squares. In the second step the
centroid positions are updated. The clustering converges when the assignment of
vectors no longer changes.
The second approach is based on principal component analysis (PCA) with
minimum-error thresholding technique [88], also used by Yamane et al. [45]. The
clustering of state vectors at node v with corresponding data matrix Yv starts by
determining the zero mean data matrix Y ′v by subtracting the mean state vector
y¯v from all state vectors in the node. A singular value decomposition can then
be computed
Y ′v = UvΣvW
T
v . (3.2)
3.1 Synthesizing New Trajectories
The principal axes of data matrix Yv are the columns ofWv = [w1v,w2v, . . . ,wnvv],
where nv is the number of state vectors at node v. To obtain one-dimensional
data, we project the zero mean data matrix onto the first principal axis by
sv = Y
′
v
T
w1v. (3.3)
The optimal threshold is determined by first sorting the elements of vector sv.
The resulting vector is denoted by s′v. Now, let i-dependent function fv be defined
as
fv(i) = −
(
i log
(
σ′vi
i
)
+ (nv − i) log
(
σ′′vi
nv − i
))
, (3.4)
where σ′vi and σ
′′
vi denote the variance of the first i and last (nv− i) elements. We
determine the index ivp at which f(i) reaches its peak. Trajectory data at node
v is split into two parts consisting of state vectors belonging to the first ivp and
the last nv − ivp elements of the sorted vector s′v.
The third approach we evaluated for clustering was Expectation Maximization
(EM) [85]. The EM approach is similar to k-means algorithm, as they both use
an iterative process to find optimum clusters. But while k-means uses Euclidean
distance for calculating similarities between two elements, EM uses statistical
methods. It basically estimates Gaussian distribution parameters and assigns
them data elements, i. e., state vectors associated to the current node v. The
clustering is done iteratively in two steps: ‘Expectation’ or E step and ‘Maxi-
mization’ or M step. The E step estimates the probability of a single state vector
belonging to a cluster. The M step maximizes these probabilities by adapting
distribution parameters.
Metrics and Evaluation
For the purpose of evaluation, the process described in Section 2.1 was used to
build hierarchical databases. Three databases were built, each using one of the
three clustering approaches. They were evaluated at each database level using
two metrics. Both are an internal evaluation scheme as the validation is done
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using features and quantities inherent to the applied data. A metric that uses
external evaluation scheme, i. e., based on classification benchmarks, would not
be appropriate for our case. The first metric is based on Davies-Bouldin (DB)
index [89],
DB =
1
n
n∑
i=1
max
i6=j
(
σi + σj
d(ci, cj)
)
, (3.5)
where n is the number of nodes at the current level, cv is the node v centroid, and
σk is the average distance of all state vectors in node v to centroid cv. Distance
between centroids ci and cj is denoted by d(ci, cj). Clusters, or in our cases
nodes, with smaller DB index values are considered a product of better clustering.
Smaller DB values relate to larger distances between clusters which have elements
closer together. Our second metric is based on Dunn index [90]. It is defined as,
Dunn = min
1≤i≤n
{
min
1≤i≤n,i6=j
{
d(ci, cj)
max1≤k≤n g(v)
}}
, (3.6)
where g(v) denotes the largest distance between two state vectors in node v. In
contrast to DB index, better clustering is represented by a bigger Dunn index.
So, the most efficient clustering algorithm presents small DB indices and large
Dunn indices.
A sample motion matrix consisting of 30 recorded example reaching move-
ments was used to build three hierarchical databases. The recorded movements
are shown in Fig. 3.8. The same data were used later in Section 3.1.3. The
sample motion matrix consisted of 25270 state vectors. The three clustering ap-
proaches described above were used to build the hierarchical databases. Dunn
an DB indices were then calculated for each database level. Graphs depicting
Dunn and DB indices over the database levels are presented in Fig. 3.1. By ob-
serving the top graph presenting DB indices, we can see that k-means algorithm
outperformed the other two approaches in the lower, more important levels of
the hierarchical database. The bottom graph presents Dunn indices where higher
values suggests better clusters. We can observe that EM slightly outperforms
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Figure 3.1: Evaluation of clustering algorithms. Top graph shows Davies-Bouldin
(DB) index values for each database level and each algorithm. Lower values
represent better clusters. Similarly, the bottom graph shows Dunn index values,
but with Dunn index, higher values represent better clusters.
k-means clustering at the lower levels, but this does not justify a much higher
computational cost and poorer DB scores. With these results in mind we decided
to use k-means clustering algorithm in all subsequent experiments.
3.1.2 Reaching Movements
In the next two sections we focus on synthesizing new reaching movements from
a set of demonstrated movements. The experiment presented in this section
started by capturing two sets of 15 reaching movements. They were acquired
by kinesthetically guiding an anthropomorphic Kuka LWR-4 robot arm. All
movements had approximately the same starting points, but different end points
in each set. The end points from each set cover a plane at roughly 10 cm intervals.
The end-effector trajectories in task space can be seen in Fig. 3.2.
From these two sets of movements we constructed a basic HDb as described in
Section 2.1. As established in the previous section, k-means clustering was used.
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The resulting database had 17 levels and 2954 nodes at the deepest level. TG
based on the example sets was constructed at each level. The database, encoding
30 example trajectories, was then used to search for new reaching movements.
Before synthesizing new trajectories, a start and an end point of each trajec-
tory were selected. In order to establish new connections, the points were from
different sets of example trajectories. While the start point was selected as the
average of start points from one example set, the end point was equivalent to
an end point of one of the trajectories from the second example set. In order to
achieve best results in terms of resemblance to example movements, we should
find new trajectories at the last level of the database as it has the finest granular-
ity of example data. But, at this last level, the two example sets shared no nodes.
That can also be observed in Fig. 3.2, where it is shown that our sets do not have
any common parts. Because of that no direct connecting path could be found in
TGs between new start and end points, i. e., nodes corresponding to those points.
Hierarchical search for partial parts was used instead. As described in Section
2.2.2, the approach starts by finding a connecting path between the nodes at a
higher level and then moves down while finding partial paths. They were used
to synthesize new trajectories by reintroducing the time component and DMP
interpolation. Two new sets of reaching movements are shown in Fig. 3.3. We
can observe that smooth and continuous trajectories were generated. They start
in one of the example sets, but finish in end points of the other set. A similarity
to the demonstrated example trajectories can also be observed.
To further adapt newly synthesized reaching movements, statistical general-
ization is used (see Section 2.4). To use a set of trajectories as input for gener-
alization they need to smoothly transition between each other as a function of a
query point. In our case the query is the end point, i. e., the goal of the movement.
We can observe in Fig. 3.2 and 3.3 that the smooth transition is carried from
demonstrated example sets to the newly synthesized sets. Trajectories general-
ized to new in-between goals can be seen in Fig. 3.4, where they are compared
to a set of synthesized trajectories, which there were generated from. Note the
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Figure 3.2: Two sets of reaching movements, which were acquired by kinesthetic
guiding of the Kuka Lightweight Robot arm. Every set of reaching movement has
roughly the same starting points but 15 diﬀerent end points. Trajectories from
one set are in green, from the other one in blue.
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Figure 3.3: Two new sets of reaching trajectories that were discovered by our
procedure, but were not present in the original example database. One set of
movements is shown in green, the other in blue. End points are marked in red.
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similar shape of the generalized trajectories with respect to those synthesized by
HDb search.
3.1.3 Rack Placement
Synthesis of new movements through hierarchical search was also evaluated using
a bigger set of more diverse demonstrated movements. In the experiment the
robot had to learn how to pick an object positioned anywhere in the starting
area and put it on a desired shelf. The starting area was 62 by 76 cm in size.
There were three levels of shelves and each of them was further divided into
two parts. Each goal area could be reached through a 30 by 30 cm opening.
For this experiment, Cartesian space movements were used, i.e., all state vectors
included in the HDb belonged to the Cartesian space, as in Eq. (2.2). Two Kuka
lightweight robot arms were used for the experiment; one stationary for holding
the stereo camera system used for vision, and the other one for executing the
task. Objects were grasped using a three-finger Barrett hand. They were easy to
grasp and detect, but these issues are not the main subject of our research. The
experimental setup can be seen in Fig. 3.5.
Errors in object position
As stated before, start object positions were estimated by stereo vision. Some
noise and errors are to be expected with such estimation despite accurate cam-
era calibration. Through comparison of positions obtained by the robot’s for-
ward kinematics and stereo vision, we estimated the systematic vision error to be
0.85 cm. These positions, which roughly cover the starting area, can be seen in
Fig. 3.6. The systematic vision error can in part be learned by Gaussian process
regression, which is used for generalization. Since stereo vision is used to estimate
the object’s starting position in training and when generating new movements,
the vision error can be reduced by Gaussian process regression as long as vision
errors are constant in each part of the workspace.
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Figure 3.4: Statistical generalization of new reaching movements. The set of
trajectories synthesised through hierarchical search are shown in blue with end
points shown as blue circles. From this set new trajectories were gained through
statistical generalization (see Section 2.4). Trajectories towards in-between reach-
ing conﬁgurations (red circles) computed by statistical generalization are shown
in red. Note that the generalized trajectories preserve the shape of synthesized
reaching movements.
Figure 3.5: Experimental setup for placing an object on racks. It consists of
two Kuka lightweight robot arms, a three ﬁngered Barrett hand, two mounted
cameras, and a shelving unit. The shelving unit consisted of six compartments,
i. e., goal areas. The starting area on the table, where the object was put before
each execution, is marked with blue lines.
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Figure 3.6: Errors in object position. Diﬀerent positions across the starting area
were determined by robot’s forward kinematics and at the same time estimated
by stereo vision. Blue dots represent positions obtained by forward kinematics,
whereas the connected red dots represent the same object position as estimated
by vision. Note that the z axis is scaled up for better visibility. On the average
the systematic vision error was 0.85 cm.
Figure 3.7: Demonstration of reaching movements by kinesthetic guiding of the
Kuka lightweight robot arm. From each of the six areas in the starting zone, 5
movements were demonstrated to a unique shelving unit part. The object was
held with the Barrett hand and its starting position was estimated by stereo vi-
sion. The object did not collide with the shelving unit during the demonstration.
3.1 Synthesizing New Trajectories
Hierarchical Database
The first step in building the database was the acquisition of example trajectories
for the sample motion data matrix. Demonstrated trajectories were obtained by
kinesthetically guiding the robot arm, as seen in Fig. 3.7. For each of the 6 goal
areas we captured a series of five movements that roughly cover one sixth of the
starting area, 30 movements altogether. These captured movements are shown
in Fig. 3.8. For each movement, the object’s starting position was estimated
by stereo vision and saved together with the trajectory data. With the selected
k-means clustering algorithm, we constructed the database using the 30 example
trajectories. The HDb included transition graphs at different levels of granularity,
as explained in Section 2.1. The resulting database consisted of 20 levels with
4133 nodes at the deepest level.
Newly Synthesised Sets
The goal of the next step was to discover six new series of reaching movements,
one for each shelf. Contrary to the training trajectory data, which covered only
one sixth of the starting zone for each shelving unit, the newly discovered series
covered the entire starting zone. Each new series consisted of 30 movements,
which were associated with the input parameters xkst, while x
k
end were all equal
to the unique end position associated with the corresponding shelving unit. In
interest of higher precision, we generated new trajectories at the deepest level in
the database, therefore the majority of new movements could not be generated
only through transition graph path search. We used hierarchical search to discover
partial paths and combined them through DMP-based interpolation, as described
in Section 2.2. When interpolating a sequence of partial paths with DMPs, we
reduced the number of basis functions at break nodes in order to further smooth
the transition. An example interpolated movement, generated from partial paths,
can be seen in Fig. 3.10. We constructed six new series of trajectories from a
database consisting of six smaller series. This way we expanded 30 demonstrated
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Figure 3.8: Movements in for the example database. The goal areas, i. e. the
shelving unit, is shown in black and gray. The trajectories of captured movements
are shown in blue. The trajectory starting points are marked with red circles.
From each of the six areas in the starting zone, 5 movements were captured to
a unique shelving unit part. Altogether 30 movements were demonstrated and
captured.
3.1 Synthesizing New Trajectories
Figure 3.9: Newly generated trajectories. The goal areas, i. e. the shelving units,
are shown in black and gray. The new trajectories are shown in blue, while their
starting points are marked with red circles. Each series now covers the complete
starting area for each goal area.
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reaching movements to 180 new reaching movements, each of them retaining the
shape of movement and precision needed for the task. While the computational
time for synthesizing new movements was on average around 12 s, we should note
that this was achieved using non-optimized Matlab code and could be reduced
drastically by implementing optimized code in a faster programming language,
e.g. in C++. New sets of movements consisted of movements from the whole
starting area to every shelving unit and can be seen in Fig. 3.9.
Statistical Generalization
Even though the example trajectories now cover the whole starting zone, it is
highly unlikely that the object would be put exactly at one of the 30 starting
positions. Because of that, we used statistical methods to generalize newly found
trajectories and compute a movement for every starting position of our object.
Some example trajectories obtained by statistical generalization of one of the new
series of trajectories can be seen in Fig. 3.12.
With generalization of newly found series of shelf placing movements, our
robot was able to pick the object from any position in the starting area and put
it to any of the six goal positions on the shelving unit with a smooth motion
while avoiding collisions with the shelf. One of this new placing movement can
also be seen in Fig. 3.11. All movements avoid collisions with the shelf because
the demonstrated trajectories avoid such collisions. This property is preserved by
graph search, hierarchical search, as well as by statistical generalization, which
result in trajectories that are similar to the parts of the demonstrated trajectories.
It should be noted that using just original demonstrated sets of movements
as inputs, statistical generalization would fail. The demonstrated trajectories do
not cover the whole starting space for each shelf and do not transition between
each other smoothly. If we wished to avoid HDb search, we would need to expand
demonstrations to cover the same space as the expanded sets gained through HDb
search.
3.1 Synthesizing New Trajectories
Figure 3.10: Using DMPs for interpolation and combining partial paths. Top
three ﬁgures show three dimensions of a newly synthesized movement. The bot-
tom three ﬁgures enlarge the transition part from one partial path to another.
Grey circles represent mean state vectors xi, while the solid line shows the DMP
encoded trajectory. A smooth and continuous transition between partial paths
can be observed.
Figure 3.11: Execution of a new movement. The movement with such a com-
bination of start and goal position was not part of the training data. Even if
the object is positioned at a random spot inside the starting area, the robot can
successfully place it to any of the 6 desired shelving unit parts.
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Figure 3.12: New trajectories obtained
by statistical generalization. Trajecto-
ries used for generalization are in black,
whereas the generalized trajectories are
shown as red dashed lines. Note that
the generalized trajectories are similar
to the original ones.
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Figure 3.13: An example of a newly
generated trajectory synthesized using
joint space data for each of the three di-
mensions. A new trajectory generated
using joint space data and then trans-
formed to Cartesian space is denoted
with a dashed red line, while a trajec-
tory gained in the previous experiment,
using Cartesian space data, is denoted
with a blue line. While the trajectories
are mainly identical, there are some mi-
nor discrepancies.
3.2 Compliant Movements
Synthesis in Joint Space
In the previous experiment, we synthesized new movement primitives using data
in Cartesian space (2.2). This means that clustering, partial path search, DMP
interpolation, and statistical generalization were done in Cartesian space. This
section of the evaluation focuses on synthesizing new primitives from data in
robot’s joint space instead. The same human demonstrations for the same pick-
and-place task were used. But, while the approach for synthesizing new primitives
remained the same, state vectors were now defined in the robot’s joint space (2.3).
Once the sample motion data was built, the HDb with transition graphs was
constructed. The database consisted of 21 levels with 3464 nodes at the deepest
level. The proposed approach managed to find all the new trajectories using
this database, i.e., the same number of trajectories as in the main experiment,
connecting all start positions with all racks. A comparison of an example new
trajectory synthesized using Cartesian space data to a trajectory synthesized with
joint space data is shown in Fig. 3.13. While some discrepancies can be noticed
between the majority of new trajectories, the new trajectories retain the required
shape to execute the task.
3.2 Compliant Movements
Compliant movements were evaluated using a Kuka LWR-4 arm with a mounted
Barrett hand (BH8-280). Throughout the experiments CMPs consisted of joint
trajectories and torques for all seven of the robot’s degrees of freedom. Although
the robot’s dynamical model is not strictly necessary for the proposed approach,
we made use of the dynamical model fdynamic(q, q˙, q¨) as provided by Kuka. The
motivation behind our approach is to enable the robot to firstly, learn those
aspects of the robot’s dynamical model that are not contained in fdynamic(q, q˙, q¨),
and secondly, acquire task-specific dynamical models that are often difficult or
even impossible to specify manually.
Evaluation can be divided into four parts: i) Compliant movement evaluation
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Figure 3.14: Experimental setup for the discrete pick and place task. The robot
picks the hand-weight on the left, carries it to the right by executing the demon-
strated position trajectory, and releases it.
was done at various stiffness settings by observing tracking errors while executing
a simple pick and place task using different control approaches, ii) Collision setup
was used to compare robot behavior to unforeseen impacts while using different
stiffness settings and control strategies, iii) New CMPs were synthesized through
a HDb search and evaluated, and iv) Generalized (discrete and periodic) CMPs
were evaluated using a pick and place scenario, and a hard-to-model task of
raising a height-adjustable table by rotating its handle.
3.2.1 Compliant Movement Evaluation
Compliant movement primitives were evaluated by comparing three different ap-
proaches: the standard control approach (2.13) using the robot’s dynamical model
(denoted by Mrobot); the same control approach (2.13) using a dynamical model
enhanced with a task-specific point mass model at the top of the robot (denoted
by Mtask); and the proposed control approach (2.14) using CMPs (denoted by
CMP). Experimental setup can be seen in Fig. 3.14. When moving an object
of a different weight, the dynamics of the task change, and the inverse dynamic
model needs to be adapted. We avoided doing that mathematically and instead
used the proposed CMP approach.
A movement which, resulted in the hand-weight being moved from the initial
position to the final position, was demonstrated by kinesthetic guiding. The
movement was then executed five times using the feedback controller (2.23) with
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Figure 3.15: Mean and standard deviation of task’s maximum error em. The
bottom line shows the mean and standard deviation for the proposed system
with task-specific feedforward torques (CMP). The top line shows the mean and
standard deviation for the standard control approach using Kuka’s dynamical
model (Mrobot), while the middle line shows errors obtained while using a task
specific model (Mtask).
high gains, which ensures high tracking accuracy. For each repetition, the mass
of the object was changed
cm = {m1,m2,m3,m4,m5} = {0.5, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, 4.5} kg, (3.7)
and different corresponding torques were obtained. As the Kuka robot has torque
sensors in each joint, actual joint torques were recorded at this step. The motion
trajectories and corresponding torques were encoded as CMPs
HCMPs = {wqk, gqk,wτ k, υk, ck}, k = 1, . . . , 5. (3.8)
All learned CMPs were executed while using eight different stiffness settings
ks = {10, 25, 50, 125, 250, 500, 1000, 2000} Nm/rad, (3.9)
were ks are the diagonal elements of the stiffness matrix K = ksI, which is used
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Table 3.1: Maximum errors for task executions using different control approaches
under varying stiffness settings. All error values are in millimetres.
Stiffness setting ks [Nm/rad]
10 25 50 125 250 500 1000 2000
Mrobot
m1 138* 66.4 41.4 21.7 13.8 10.3 10.9 11.2
m2 295* 188* 123* 59 34.3 17.9 9.57 5.24
m3 313* 285* 171* 94.5* 52.6 29.2 15.6 8.62
m4 335* 297* 232* 117* 75.7* 41.7 22.8 13
m5 342* 290* 283* 149* 87.2* 50.8 28.2 16
mean 285 (83.8) 225 (99.4) 170 (93.8) 88.3 (49.6) 52.7 (29.9) 30 (16.6) 17.4 (7.94) 10.8 (4.11)
Mtask
m1 95.9 42.8 24.1 10.2 7.15 6.68 6.41 6.39
m2 93.5 44.3 25.7 11.1 7.43 6.88 6.55 6.37
m3 142 59.9 34.2 17.4 10.1 7.45 6.82 6.51
m4 101 49.5 29 16.6 10.3 7.15 6.57 6.4
m5 162 71.2 40.3 20.2 12.2 7.92 7 6.62
mean 119 (31) 53.6 (11.9) 30.7 (6.64) 15.1 (4.3) 9.43 (2.11) 7.22 (0.49) 6.67 (0.235) 6.46 (0.103)
CMP
m1 41.9 16 9.1 9.14 10.5 11.1 11.5 11.6
m2 37.7 15.9 7.76 2.61 2.28 2.82 3.14 3.35
m3 31.9 13.2 7.22 3.53 2.85 3.01 3.47 3.48
m4 40.9 13 6.52 3.73 4.8 5.7 6.1 6.19
m5 27.4 19 12.9 12.2 11.3 11.5 11.4 11.5
mean 36 (6.18) 15.4 (2.45) 8.71 (2.54) 6.24 (4.19) 6.35 (4.28) 6.83 (4.24) 7.12 (4.12) 7.22 (4.1)
*Due to a high tracking error the execution of the pick and place task was unsuccessful.
in (2.13) and (2.14). These values were selected in order to cover a wide specter
of compliance exhibited by the Kuka LWR robot and are used commonly for all
DOFs. The maximum error of each task execution was defined as
em = max
t
(||pa(t)− pd(t)||). (3.10)
Here pa(t) is the measured robot position and pd(t) the desired position, both
given in the Cartesian space. The task was then executed for each object mass
and stiffness setting using all three control approaches (Mrobot, Mtask, CMP).
Table 3.1 shows the mean and standard deviation of em over all object weights
cm for each stiffness setting ks. While the top two sections present results gained
by using the standard control approach with two different models (Mrobot and
Mtask), the bottom section presents errors arising while executing CMPs. The
same results are presented in Fig. 3.15 . The tracking error is quite high when
Mrobot is used. If Mtask is used instead, errors drop significantly. We can also
observe that errors drop even further if CMPs are used to execute the task.
We can also detect the point where the errors start to increase notably, i. e., at
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Figure 3.16: Example joint torque values during CMP learning and execution.
Graphs in the left column show different torque components while learning CMPs,
i.e., corresponding torque learning, during a pick and place task of an object
with mass of 0.5 kg and 4.5 kg (2.23)–(2.24). While the thick black line de-
notes the complete joint’s measured torque τm = τu, blue and green repre-
sent its components, the torques contributed by Kuka’s own dynamical model
τdyn = fdynamic(q, q˙, q¨) and the learned and stored feedback torque τx = τfb, re-
spectively. Graphs in the right column show example joint’s torque components
during CMP execution with high stiffness settings ks = 1000 Nm/rad and varying
object masses (2.14). Again, the thick black line represents complete torque of
the example joint τu and the blue and green line torques contributed from Kuka’s
own dynamical model τdyn = fdynamic(q, q˙, q¨) and the feedback torque contributed
by the robot’s controller τfb. The dashed red line shows additional feedforward
toque encoded in the CMP τx. It can be observed that the contribution from the
robots controller drops significantly during CMP execution. This enables us to
lower the stiffness, i.e., the feedback gain, and compliantly move the robot while
maintaining high tracking accuracy (without the need for task-specific dynamical
models).
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stiffness values lower than 50, ks < 50 Nm/rad. Based of these results, the low
gain stiffness value in all successive experiments was set to ks = 50 Nm/rad. It
should be noted that the approach using point mass models Mtask was the only
approach with knowledge of the object mass. The proposed CMPs do not need
any prior information about the task after the task-specific feedforward torques
have been learned.
Example joint torques, presented in Fig. 3.16, show contributions of differ-
ent torque components during CMP learning and execution. In the left column,
where different torque components during CMP learning are shown, the effect of
different masses can be seen. When the mass in increased, and is not included in
the dynamical model, the contribution of the feedback torque also increases, as
the robots controller needs to compensate for tracking errors. This torque is then
stored and encoded in the CMP (2.24). The right column shows torques while ex-
ecuting the learned CMP (2.14) at high stiffness values (ks = 1000 Nm/rad). The
additional feedforward component, i. e., CMP torque, marked with a dashed red
line, compensates for task specific dynamics and minimizes the feedback torque
component produced by the robot’s controller τfb. While the feedback term is sig-
nificant during learning, it drops to minimal values during CMP execution. This
enables low feedback gains ks while maintaining high tracking accuracy without
the need for task-specific dynamical models.
3.2.2 Collision Evaluation
In the next experiment we evaluated the compliant movement primitives while
unexpectedly colliding with an object. The robot preformed a simple downward
movement while an obstacle was blocking its path. Previously, the movement
was executed without the obstacle in order to learn the corresponding task-
specific torques. A soft object was used, as to avoid extreme forces and pos-
sible robot damage while exhibiting stiff movement. The movement into the
obstacle was performed three times using: 1) standard control (Mrobot) with high
gains (ks = 1000 Nm/rad), 2) standard control (Mrobot) with low stiffness value
3.2 Compliant Movements
Figure 3.17: Robot colliding with an object with different stiffness settings and
control approaches. In the first series of four images, the robot moved in a stiff
manner (ks = 1000 Nm/rad). The second set of images shows a collision while
executing a compliant movement (ks = 50 Nm/rad). Both of the movements
were executed while using a standard control approach. The last set of images
shows the collision while moving in a compliant manner using CMPs, given by
Eq. (2.14), where the stiffness values were set to ks = 50 Nm/rad.
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Figure 3.18: Results of robot colliding with an object while using different stiff-
ness settings and control approaches. The graphs present collision trajecto-
ries and forces under two different stiffness settings (ks = 1000 Nm/rad and
ks = 50 Nm/rad) and with two different control approaches (Mrobot and CMP).
Blue trajectories show the performance of standard control with high gains, red
trajectories the performance of standard low-gain control, and green trajectories
the performance of CMPs. The left graph shows position errors, while the mid-
dle one shows TCP forces in the z axis (up-down). The right one shows robot’s
actual task space position in the significant dimension, i .e., the vertical z axis.
In the right graph the desired trajectory is denoted by the dashed line, while the
obstacle starts at 0 m.
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(ks = 50 Nm/rad), and 3) CMPs with low stiffness value (ks = 50 Nm/rad).
Fig. 3.17 shows three image sequences for each task execution. Fig. 3.18 de-
picts the plots of TCP tracking errors pa(t) − pd(t), measured tool center point
forces and positions along the z axis, respectively. In Fig. 3.17 and 3.18 we can
observe that while using the high-gain control, the robot simply tracks the desired
trajectory and penetrates into the obstacle. While the tracking error remains low
all through the movement, the forces rise significantly after the collision. When
using the standard low-stiffness control (ks = 50 Nm/rad), forces do not rise as
much even after the collision, but the system is unable to track the trajectory and
the errors are high throughout the whole movement (see Fig. 3.18). Poor tracking
can also be seen in the middle four stills of Fig. 3.17. The last series of stills show
the movement while using low stiffness settings (ks = 50 Nm/rad) and CMPs.
In Fig. 3.18 we can observe low tracking error before the collision, which indi-
cates good trajectory tracking despite low stiffness settings. After the collision
the error rises, as can be expected and as it is desirable for a compliant behavior.
The object remains almost non deformed as the forces rise to approximately just
1/4 of the ones exhibited while using standard high-gain control. This exper-
iment demonstrates that CMPs combine the advantages of high-gain feedback
control (high tracking accuracy) and compliant behavior (low forces caused by
unexpected collisions) while eliminating their disadvantages (high contact forces
and poor tracking), all without using analytical models of task dynamics.
3.2.3 Synthesizing New Compliant Movements
This section evaluates synthesis of new CMPs through a HDb search. As the
first step of the process, a set of CMPs was leaned. Two motion trajectories
were learned by kinesthetic guiding and encoded as DMPs. They can be seen in
Fig. 3.19. Each motion trajectory was executed three times at different velocities,
which were defined through task time multipliers κ = {1, 2, 3} by multiplying the
DMP time scaling factor τ (A.1) – (A.2). The learned CMPs were then used to
build an extended database, as described in Section 2.1.
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Figure 3.19: Kinematic trajectories of
learned na newly synthesized CMPs.
Blue lines represent demontrated tra-
jectories, while red lines denote newly
synthesized trajectories.
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Figure 3.20: Sections of the clos-
est demonstrated trajectories and the
newly synthesized trajectories in the
task space. These sections represent
transitions of new trajectories, repre-
sented with red lines, from one demon-
strated trajectory to the other, repre-
sented with dashed blue lines. We can
observe smooth and continuous transi-
tions.
The database was used to find new reaching movements as described in section
2.3.5. Partial path search was not needed, as the demonstrated trajectories had
parts that were sufficiently similar. Each new sequence started in the first node
of one of the demonstrated trajectories and ended in the final node of one of
the others. Two motion trajectories belonging to newly synthesized CMPs can
be seen in task space in Fig. 3.19, marked with red lines. For clarity, sections of
demonstrated and new motion trajectories in two different 2D spaces are shown in
Fig. 3.20. We can observe a smooth and continuous transition between different
parts of original motion trajectories.
For the purpose of evaluation, original and new CMPs were executed. All
newly synthesized CMPs were executed on the robot and tracking errors were
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Table 3.2: Mean tracking errors and standard deviations for each joint and their sums
when executing reaching movements. Task1 and Task2 denote two demonstrated move-
ments, while Task12 and Task21 denote two newly synthesized reaching movements.
All values are in [10−5rad2].
Task1 q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7
∑
(κ = 1)
Mtask, 0.306 (0.289) 1.18 (1.69) 0.660 (0.491) 1.89 (1.65) 0.696 (1.23) 0.211 (0.292) 0.693 (1.09) 5.64 (6.74)
ks = 1000 N/m
Mtask, 112 (101) 69.9 (77.7) 48.7 (28.3) 41.9 (98.0) 27.5 (44.9) 56.9 (145) 7.29 (11.6) 364 (507)
ks = 50 N/m
CMP 2.51 (1.96) 21.7 (24.9) 1.54 (1.25) 5.49 (6.67) 3.31 (4.90) 1.79 (2.61) 5.55 (9.32) 41.9 (51.7)
Task2 q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7
∑
(κ = 1)
Mtask, 0.325 (0.235) 0.617 (0.938) 0.930 (0.989) 0.200 (0.292) 0.191 (0.197) 0.0836 (0.143) 0.405 (0.552) 2.75 (3.35)
ks = 1000 N/m
Mtask, 100 (74.8) 48.5 (75.4) 31.3 (25.7) 38.1 (47.8) 9.41 (14.2) 12.3 (22.0) 4.94 (8.46) 245 (268)
ks = 50 N/m
CMP 2.77 (2.93) 21.7 (26.5) 2.23 (2.53) 4.12 (7.43) 1.58 (1.90) 2.29 (3.38) 2.40 (3.47) 37.1 (48.2)
Task12 q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7
∑
CMP
κ = 1 29.3 (44.4) 18.6 (22.6) 14.0 (24.6) 7.12 (9.87) 9.32 (12.5) 2.98 (3.26) 1.31 (2.25) 82.7 (119)
κ = 2 27.2 (61.5) 8.88 (7.04) 3.40 (9.56) 8.01 (12.2) 15.9 (21.8) 4.28 (4.89) 2.07 (2.21) 69.8 (119)
κ = 3 26.7 (68.4) 17.0 (15.7) 3.76 (7.74) 6.49 (8.97) 17.8 (24.6) 3.02 (3.71) 1.23 (1.66) 76.0 (131)
Task21 q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7
∑
CMP
κ = 1 7.29 (6.42) 26.4 (19.9) 3.62 (3.30) 7.24 (9.59) 6.82 (11.5) 4.53 (4.60) 1.11 (2.52) 57.0 (57.8)
κ = 2 3.63 (3.86) 10.2 (8.01) 1.02 (1.80) 8.97 (13.7) 8.62 (11.77) 8.90 (3.60) 1.74 (1.67) 43.1 (44.3)
κ = 3 2.16 (3.07) 21.1 (17.0) 1.74 (1.93) 6.97 (11.5) 8.67 (11.8) 5.86 (4.51) 1.21 (1.48) 47.7 (51.3)
recorded. The tracking error was defined as the difference,
ei(t) = (qia(t)− qid(t))2, (3.11)
for each joint qi, where qa denotes actual joint positions, and qd desired ones. For
comparison, the original motions were executed with three different approaches:
standard control approach (Mrobot) with high stiffness setting (ks = 1000Nm/rad),
standard control approach (Mrobot) with low stiffness setting (ks = 50Nm/rad),
and using CMPs. Their tracking errors were also recorded. Mean error values and
standard deviations over time for each joint and their sums are presented in Table
3.2. The sum of all joint’s tracking errors recorded while executing an example
new CMPs can be seen in Fig. 3.21. We can immediately observe the consistency
of tracking error over different multipliers κ. Secondly, there is no significant
increase in tracking error even though these CMPs were newly synthesized.
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Figure 3.21: The sum of all joint’s tracking errors of newly synthesized CMPs.
Errors of three CMPs are given. They cover diﬀerent task time multipliers κ.
Even though these movements were newer directly shown, the tracking error
remains within a tolerable range.
3.2.4 Discrete CMP Generalization
The evaluation of generalized discrete CMPs was performed in two parts. In the
ﬁrst part, we evaluated generalization performed over a one-dimensional query
and over a range of diﬀerent stiﬀness settings. In the second part we evaluated
generalization over a two-dimensional query. We assume accurate queries are
given to the system as input data.
The ﬁrst experiment was performed using the same experimental setup and
set of CMPs as in Section 3.2.1. The experimental setup can be seen in Fig. 3.14.
The previously obtained set of CMPs (3.8) was used for generalization over a one-
dimensional query, i. e., a varying object mass cm (3.7). As described in Section
2.4, statistical methods were used to train a Gaussian process regression, which
was then used to calculate the appropriate CMPs. The generalized CMPs could
move an object with arbitrary mass within the training space deﬁned by example
set (3.8). New, generalized CMPs were executed for 9 diﬀerent queries. Varying
object mass cm now covered the demonstrated as well as in-between weights,
cm = {0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5} kg. (3.12)
For each query, the task was executed with 8 diﬀerent stiﬀness settings (3.9).
Fig. 3.22 compares the maximum tracking errors em of the generalized CMPs to
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the maximum tracking errors em obtained when executing the originally demon-
strated CMPs. Means and standard deviation over all used queries cm are showed
at each stiffness setting ks. We can observe a slight increase in the tracking er-
ror at the lower stiffness values, i. e., when the system is more susceptible to
inaccuracies in generalized torque signals.
The second part of this section focuses on discrete CMPs generalized over a
two-dimensional query and their tracking accuracy w.r.t. query points. Exper-
imental setup used was similar to the one used in the previous generalization
experiment and in Section 3.2.1. The robot was again executing a pick and place
task, as can be seen in Fig. 3.24. In addition to varying the object mass, the final
robot position was also changing. Throughout this experiment a stiffness setting
of ks = 50 Nm/rad was used. The queries were defined as
c = [cp, cm]
T , (3.13)
where cp denotes the final, i. e., goal position varying in height and cm denotes the
varying mass of the object. Motion trajectories were obtained by kinesthetically
guiding the robot for each example query cp. Six example goal positions were
used, varying by approximately 45 mm in height. Each of the six example motion
trajectories,
Qx = {q˜xj, cpj}6j=1, (3.14)
was tracked 5 times with a robot using high-gain feedback controller at varying
mass queries cm. The object mass varied by 1 kg and covered the range from
0.5 kg to 4.5 kg (3.7). Altogether, 30 example pairs of motion trajectories and
corresponding torques {q˜x, τ˜x} were obtained, covering all combinations of query
points [cp, cm]. By encoding them as CMPs, a set of 30 example CMPs was
obtained
HCMPx = {wqk, gqk,wτ k, υk, ck}, k = 1, . . . , 30. (3.15)
Example CMPs were exploited as described in Section 2.4 to learn the gener-
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Figure 3.22: Mean and standard devi-
ation of discrete task’s maximum er-
ror em over all used queries at a cer-
tain stiffness setting ks. The top line
shows the mean and standard devia-
tion while executing CMPs generalized
over a one dimension query (gCMP).
The bottom line, showing the maximal
mean and standard deviation while ex-
ecuting learned CMPs (CMP), was ob-
tained in the previous experiment (see
Fig. 3.15) and is included for compar-
ison.
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that resulted from executing general-
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T .
Figure 3.24: Experimental setup for two dimensional query generalization of dis-
crete CMPs. The robot picks up the hand-weight on the right, carries it to the
left, and releases it. The task varies in the object’s mass and the height of the
goal position.
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Table 3.3: Maximum errors for generalized CMPs under varying queries. All error
values are in millimeters.
Final position height cp [mm]
0 22.5 44.7 67.2 89.2 111.7 133.7 156.2 179.2 201.7 224.4
0.5 13.4 15.9 13.1 20.3 15.2 15.5 15.3 16.1 10.4 10.8 10.5
1 14.1 16.7 14.2 18.7 13.4 13.4 15.2 17.3 15.6 16.9 14.7
Object
1.5 16.9 17.5 16.6 18.9 14.1 16.8 15.3 17 16.2 19.2 17.5
2 15.5 16.3 14.8 17.6 13.6 13.5 12.6 13.4 12.6 18.7 12.1
mass
2.5 14.3 15.1 15.2 18.6 12.5 13.9 12.8 16.5 14.7 21.2 18
3 16.9 16.2 16.7 23.9 14.9 17.4 13.9 23.2 22.2 28.6 19.6
cm [kg]
3.5 18.8 22.7 22.2 21.2 19.3 21.9 21.2 19.1 20.4 21.9 20.4
4 22.3 27.2 24.4 20.6 22 23.1 20.9 19.7 20.1 20 24
4.5 26.7 30.8 31.5 24.3 23.9 23.3 20.2 22.3 18.9 25.7 25.2
alization function (2.34) by Gaussian process regression, which was then used to
calculate new CMPs. The generalized CMPs can compliantly move the object of
arbitrary mass to an arbitrary goal height within the training space defined by
example query points.
In order to evaluate the generalization of discrete compliant tasks, we ex-
ecuted 99 compliant pick-and-place movements to different positions and with
varying masses c = [cp, cm]
T . These new CMPs covered the whole training space,
including 30 training and 69 new query points. The goal height cp varied by a
step of 22.5 mm, while the object mass cm was changed in steps of 0.5 kg (3.12).
For each task execution, maximum error em was calculated using (3.10). Table
3.3 shows the maximum errors for each generalized CMP. Results are also shown
in Fig. 3.23. Note that the tracking error is slightly larger when the mass of the
object increases. This is to be expected, as the system is more sensitive to the
torque error contributed by inaccurate generalization when the hand-weight is
heavy.
We calculated the mean and standard deviation of all these 99 maximum
tracking errors em
me = 18.2(4.4) mm. (3.16)
If these values are compared to errors presented in previous evaluation sce-
narios, we can note that the errors resulting from generalized CMPs do not rise
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Figure 3.25: Experimental setup for
periodic tasks.
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Figure 3.26: Task space trajectory in
two crucial dimensions (plane of rota-
tion) as a function of time.
significantly compared to errors arising from CMPs directly learned from one
of the example trajectories (Table 3.1 and Fig. 3.15) or generalized CMPs us-
ing a one-dimensional query (Fig. 3.22). The rise in the tracking error can
be attributed to errors introduced through corresponding torques by statistical
generalization.
3.2.5 Periodic CMP Generalization
In the last CMP scenario, the proposed algorithm was evaluated on a task where
the robot was holding a handle of a height-adjustable table as shown in Fig. 3.25.
In order to gain a proper inverse dynamical model fdynamic(q, q˙, q¨) analytically,
the table would need to be mathematically modeled. Due to the structure of the
table, this would be a complex and time consuming task. Instead, we used the
proposed approach to gain the task-specific dynamics, i. e., appropriate torques
for each task variation. The variations in the task of turning the handle were
defined by two queries,
c = [ch, cω]
T . (3.17)
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The first query ch defines the height of the table, and the second cω defines the
frequency of rotation. The example motion trajectories
Qx = {q˜xj, chj}5j=1 (3.18)
were obtained by kinesthetic guiding at 5 example table heights ch = {0.68, 0.76,
0.84, 0.92, 1} m, varying by 0.08 m. We recorded only 5 example trajectories,
which were then executed by a robot at five different frequencies cω = {0.4, 0.8,
1.2, 1.6, 2} rad/s using a high gain feedback controller. This resulted in 25 pairs
of motion trajectories and corresponding torques {q˜x, τ˜x}, obtained by executing
variations of recorded motions demonstrated by a human. They cover all combi-
nations of example query points [ch, cω]. In this way we obtained an example set
of 25 periodic CMPs
HCMPx = {wqk, gqk,wτ k, υk, ck}, k = 1, . . . , 25. (3.19)
This training data was used to estimate the generalization function (2.34)
using Gaussian process regression. Once the appropriate hyperparameters were
obtained, the robot was able to compliantly turn the handle at arbitrary table
height and frequency throughout the whole training area, while calculating the
appropriate CMP online. To show that the system can calculate the CMPs in
real-time, the frequency query was defined as a saw-like trajectory, while the
changing table height was estimated by vision. Note that the height of the centre
of rotation of the handle changes while the handle is rotated.
The results are shown in Fig. 3.27. It is evident that the proposed system
adapts to both queries smoothly and continuously.
Note that the DMP frequency parameter only allows frequency adaptation
for motion trajectories. Corresponding torque signals are usually too complex
to be modified by a single parameter. However, with the proposed statistical
approach, they can by modified appropriately online. Another important aspect
is the resulting task space trajectory, which is shown in Fig. 3.26, where x and
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Figure 3.27: Top and middle plots show two example joint and torque trajectories,
respectively. The second robot joint was selected as an example, as it contributed
to the movement the most. The bottom plot shows both queries throughout the
experiment.
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z coordinates (plane of rotation) are shown as the function of time. Here we can
see the adaptation of CMPs to the changes of task descriptors, i. e., the height of
the table and the frequency of turning.
3.3 Movement Recognition and Cooperative Task
Execution
Movement recognition and cooperative task synthesis through HDb was evaluated
in two parts. First, the proposed approach was evaluated by comparing it to In-
teractive Primitives (IPs) [69], a popular approach for synthesizing human-robot
collaborative tasks. This evaluation through comparison was done in simulation,
where a database of prerecorded two-dimensional human movements was used.
Movements from the database replaced the demonstrated cooperative movements.
In the second part, on-line evaluation of our proposed approach was implemented
on a real system. A set of human-robot collaborative movements was captured
through demonstration and used to synthesize appropriate corresponding robot
movements on-line.
3.3.1 Evaluation through Comparison
The proposed approach of cooperative task execution using HDb search was eval-
uated by comparing it to Interactive Primitives (IPs) proposed by Ben Amor et
al. [69]. The LASA database [91], consisting of two-dimensional point-to-point
human handwriting motions, was used as input data. Each of the motions con-
sists of 7 different variations, combined in a set. See Fig. 3.28 for LASA example
sets used in our evaluation.
Interactive Primitives
Interactive Primitives (IPs) are built on the DMP framework. They determine
the distribution over DMP parameters and use it to infer further movement. The
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Figure 3.28: Example sets from the LASA databse used in our evaluation. Blue
circles mark common starting points for all trajectories in a single set.
approach can be divided into three major parts: phase estimation, predictive
DMP distribution, and agent correlation.
The phase estimation is used to temporally align human and robot move-
ments. A part of the dynamic time warping approach is used to estimate the
number of frames already executed in the observed human movement and in turn
estimate the current DMP phase. In the next step predictive DMP distributions
are calculated. Each demonstration is encoded as a DMP and its parameters
(weights and goal) are stored in a single parameter vector θ. Using multiple hu-
man demonstrations, distribution over parameters p(θ) can be determined. The
distribution and a partially observed human trajectory Y o are used to obtain
an updated parameter distribution p(θ|Y o), which is in turn used to predict the
evolution of the human movement. The last step is achieved by extending pre-
dictive DMP distributions. Both human and robot demonstrated movements are
used, but the conditioning is done on just human movements. The updated dis-
tribution over participating DMP parameters is then used to predict the robot
movement. Further details on IPs are omitted and the reader is referred to [69].
Comparison
Comparison was done through ten experiments. In each experiment 7 trajecto-
ries from a single LASA set were used as human movements. We denote them
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Figure 3.29: Observation conditions. Condition is expressed as percent of the
initiating trajectory used as input for both approaches. While the example ini-
tiating trajectory is shown with a solid line, the part of the initiating movement
used as input examples are shown with a thick dashed line.
as initiating movements. Another LASA set was used for 7 corresponding robot
movements. We denote them as participating movements. Each initiating move-
ment had a corresponding participating movement.
In each of the 10 experiments a leave-one(-pair-)out-cross-validation (LOOCV)
was performed. In each of the seven LOOCV iterations, six pairs of initiating
and participating movements were used as the database. The seventh pair was
used as input and ground truth for evaluation.
Each experiment was performed 9 times, each time with a different percentage
of the initiating movement used as input. To see how much of the initiating
movement each approach (HDb, IPs) needs for successful prediction, different
percentages of the initiating trajectory were used as inputs. We denote these
percentages as observation conditions. Nine different observation conditions were
used, ranging from 5% to 45% of the initiating movement. These different inputs
are shown in Fig. 3.29.
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The prediction was done twice, once using our proposed approach (HDb) and
once using IPs.
In order to compare the position part of the resulting trajectory and the
ground truth, arc length parametrization was used [92]. The similarity between
the two trajectories was then measured by point-wise mean squared error,
MSE =
1
Np
Np∑
i=1
‖ps(si)− pr(si)‖ , (3.20)
where ps and pr denote the predicted output and ground truth trajectories after
the parametrization, respectively. Length of both trajectories is denoted by Np.
The result from two experiments are shown in Fig. 3.30. The top of Fig. 3.30
shows 7 initiating movements and 7 participating movements used for each ex-
periment. Results from each experiment are presented below them. For each
condition the means and standard deviations of MSE values over all LOOCV
iterations are showed. The IPs approach produces quite high MSE if less then
15% of the initiating trajectory is used as input. When more then 15% of the tra-
jectory is used, the approaches produce similar MSE values. We can also observe
that IPs approach produces higher errors when the initiating and participating
movements are less similar (experiment presented on the left side).
Fig. 3.31 presents combined results for all ten experiments. MSE mean and
standard deviation values for all 10 experiments are shown w.r.t. the observation
condition. We can again observe high MSE values when using IPs approach and
less than 15% of the initiating trajectory. The right side of the figure shows
MSE in more detail by excluding the first two condition values. When more than
25% of the initiating trajectory is used as input, both approaches produce similar
results.
In the last part of the evaluation, computation times needed for both ap-
proaches were estimated. We need to note here that computation times were
gained by executing both approaches with a non-optimized Matlab code. Means
and standard deviations for computation times over all experiments can be seen
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Figure 3.30: Two example initiating and corresponding participating movements
are shown at the top of the figure. The quality of prediction is shown in the
bottom.
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Figure 3.31: MSE over all experiments. The left figure shows means and standard
deviations for MSE over all experiments. Condition represents the percentage of
the initiating trajectory used. The right figure shows MSE mean and standard
deviation values in more detail by excluding first two condition values. We can see
that both approaches produce similar MSE values once the observation condition
is above 25 %. Below that percentage, HDb outperforms IPs.
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Figure 3.32: Needed calculation time* over all experiments. The figure shows
means and standard deviations for needed calculation time over all experiments.
Condition represents the percentage of initiating trajectory used. When using
IPs, calculation time is highly dependent on the size of the input. As HDb ap-
proach uses a constant sliding window size, the calculation times remain constant.
* The calculation times are far from optimum times. They were gained by executing
both approaches with non-optimized Matlab code. Their values are intended to
indicate how the approaches compare to each other, i.e., how they change w.r.t the
conditional vector.
in Fig. 3.32. We can observe similar computation times throughout the observa-
tion condition when using the proposed HDb approach. As the sliding window
size nW is constant (2.46), the input for the HDb approach remains the same size
regardless of the observation condition. When using IPs, computation time rises
with the size of the input. This is due to the dynamic time warping calculation
used as part of the phase estimation in the IPs approach [69].
3.3.2 On-line Evaluation
In the last part of the evaluation section, movement recognition and cooperative
task execution were implemented on a real setup. It consisted of two Kuka LWR-4
robot arms, a three-fingered Berrett gripper holding a hollow cylinder-like object,
and a marker-based OptiTrack vision system. The experimental setup can is
shown in Fig. 3.33. One of the robot arms was used for executing cooperative
robot movements. The other arm was used just as a mounting point for the vision
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Figure 3.33: Experimental setup for on-line human movement recognition and
cooperative task execution. It consisted of a Kuka LWR-4 robot arm with a
mounted three-fingered Barrett gripper holding an object. The second Kuka
robot arm was used as a mounting point for the OptiTrack vision system. It
tracked three markers which were attached to a human hand during experiments,
as seen in the right image.
system, which tracked three markers attached to a human hand.
The setup was used to capture a set of 6 cooperative movements,
SY = {Y1,Y2, . . . ,Y6}, (3.21)
consisting of human and robot trajectories. While one demonstrator took the
role of the robot and guided it kinesthetically, the other executed human move-
ments while having markers attached to the hand. An image from an example
demonstration is shown in Fig. 3.34. Human trajectories consisted of positional
state vectors,
yh =
[
phx, p˙
h
x, p
h
y , p˙
h
y , p
h
z , p˙
h
z
]T
, (3.22)
while cooperative robot movements were captured in joint space, with state vec-
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Figure 3.34: Example demonstration of cooperative movements. While one hu-
man kinesthetically guided the robot, the other demonstrated human movements
with markers attached to his hand.
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Figure 3.35: Set of demonstrated cooperative trajectories. Robot trajectories,
seen in yellow, were converted to task space for presentation purposes. Human
trajectories are denoted in blue.
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2, q˙
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r
7, q˙
r
7]
T . (3.23)
The set of demonstrated cooperative trajectories can be seen in Fig. 3.35, where
the robot trajectories were converted to task space for presentational purposes.
As can be seen in Fig. 3.35, the set of 6 cooperative movements can be roughly
divided into to two subgroups. Each subgroup, consisting of three cooperative
movements, executes a variation of a pick and place task. The human had to
pick up one of two object, move it to one of three positions (varying in all three
dimensions), and insert/put the object in/on the cylinder, which the robot was
holding. If the human picked up the wooden peg, seen in Fig. 3.34, he moved
it to one of the left-most positions and then inserted it into the cylinder. If he
picked up the the plastic cover, seen in the right image in Fig. 3.34, he moved it
to one of the right-most positions and put it on the side of the cylinder with no
opening. The robot had to cooperatively move to the proper final position and
rotate the cylinder to a correct rotation.
3.3 Movement Recognition and Cooperative Task Execution
The set of demonstrated movements was used to build an extended HDb, as
explained in Section 2.1 and 2.5. The database was used for on-line movement
recognition and cooperative task execution. While the basic principle explained in
Section 2.5 was implemented, some further explanation regarding on-line execu-
tion is required. The flowchart presented in Fig. 3.36 depicts the implementation
in some more detail. It can be roughly divided into two main parts: a) human
movement recognition and cooperative trajectory synthesis, which runs at 30 Hz;
b) execution of the trajectory on the Kuka robot arm, running at 100 Hz.
The OptiTrack camera provides marker positions as input for the recognition
and synthesis part. As we do not want the recognition to start before the human
starts executing his movement, the first block compares the current human posi-
tion to the average of all start positions of demonstrated human trajectories. We
assume all demonstrated movements start in approximately the same position.
As seen in Fig. 3.35, this is true for our set of demonstrated movements. If the
human hand is at the start position, a ‘static’ DMP is generated and sent to the
Generation block. With ‘static’ DMP we denote a DMP, which encodes a trajec-
tory of constant values of mean human starting positions. If the human moves
from the start position, marker positions are used to update a sliding window
(SW). The SW consists of last nW human position, sampled at 30 Hz. Through-
out our experiment nW = 4 was used. The SW is then sent to the Recognition
block, which uses hierarchical search in the primary database. Recognition, as
well as other major components, are described in Section 2.5.1. The found se-
quence of most probable human nodes is then used to infer the most probable
human path, which is done by using the transition graph from the HDb. At the
next step we check if the path goal changed w.r.t. the previous recognition cycle.
If the final node on the human path remained the same, then the human is still
following the same demonstrated movement and we do not need to update the
robot trajectory currently being executed. If it changed, the new human path is
passed to the Interpolation block. Interpolation block combined with the Gener-
ation block represents the Synthesis block depicted in Fig. 2.6. The role of the
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Interpolation block is time estimation and interpolation through DMP encoding.
The necessary data is provided through the secondary database. The DMP pa-
rameters are sent to the Generation block which synthesizes the robot position
and velocity trajectories. In addition, it resets the executing trajectory counter
to c = 1. The trajectories, sampled at 100 Hz, start at the current robot posi-
tion and velocity, which is captured from the robot. The DMP ensures a smooth
and continuous transition to the currently synthesized robot trajectory, which is
passed to the second major block of the implementation.
The Execution block updates the currently executing robot trajectory when-
ever it gets a new one from the Recognition & Synthesis block. The block’s major
role is the execution of the current robot trajectory. This is done by sending c-th
positions and velocities stored in the robot trajectory. As the counter updates
each iteration, the trajectory is being executed on the robot until the counter is
set back to 1 and the trajectory is updated. If the currently executing trajectory
comes to an end before a new one is received, the execution is finished, as the
robot reached the final destination.
Images from two example executions, shown in Fig. 3.37, show that the robot
executes the appropriative cooperative movements w.r.t. the human motion. In
the first example the human picks up the cover, while in the second one he picks
up the peg. We can observe the robot rotating the object accordingly and then
moving it to the appropriate final position. Images in Fig. 3.38 show examples
where the human change his mind about which object to pick up mid-execution.
In both examples the robot acts accordingly with smooth and continuous move-
ments.
Fig. 3.39 presents computation times needed for the major blocks of recog-
nition and task synthesis. Presented times are means over ten different exam-
ple executions. These executions included human moving the object to all six
final positions, mid-execution changes regarding the picked up object, and mid-
execution changes regarding the final position. Besides calculation time needed
for three major blocks, their sum is also presented in the lower right graph. We
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Figure 3.37: Images from two example executions of on-line movement recognition
and cooperative task execution. The upper six images show the human reaching
for the cover and moving to one of the final positions. We can see the robot
immediately rotating the object appropriately and then moving to the correct
position for the human to release the cover. Bottom six images show a similar
example execution, where the human moves the peg. We can again see that the
robot rotates and moves the object accordingly.
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Figure 3.38: Images from two example executions of on-line movement recognition
and cooperative task execution. The upper six images show the human reaching
for the cover and changing the movement mid-execution to pick up the peg.
We can see the robot starting the appropriate motion for the cover, but then
transitioning to a newly synthesized cooperative movement when a new human
motion is recognized. Bottom six images show a similar example execution, where
the human moves towards the peg and then changes the movement to pick up
the cover. We can again see the robot adapting its movement accordingly.
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Figure 3.39: Computation time. Mean values of computation times over all 10
executions in the experiment are presented in the 4 graphs. While the sum is
presented in the bottom right graph, the other three present computation times
needed for separate components of the process, as presented in Fig. 2.6.
can observe computation times around 0.02 s, with an occasional rise above the
desired 0.033 s, i.e., 30 Hz.
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4 Conclusion
In this thesis we presented new approaches for synthesizing robot movements
based on a hierarchical database of example movements. We show that it can be
used to generate new robot trajectories, which were not demonstrated directly.
We also introduced compliant movement primitives for executing various tasks
in a compliant manner. They can also be stored in a hierarchical database and
used for synthesizing new ones. Finally, we present human movement recognition
and cooperative robot task execution through an extended hierarchical database
search.
For synthesizing new robot trajectories, example demonstrated robot move-
ments are stored in a hierarchical database. While a path search algorithm can
find new connections in transition graphs, different demonstrations do not al-
ways share a similar enough part for a path to exist at the finest level of the
database. We developed a hierarchical partial path search, which moves through
the HDb layers and finds sections of demonstrated trajectories connecting desired
start and end points. They are smoothly combined with the use of DMPs. The
set of example movements, expanded by newly synthesized trajectories, is then
used with statistical generalization to gain a full representation of a new move-
ment primitive. While the prosed approach for the synthesis of new movement
primitives is related to the work of Yamane et al. [45], there are some fundamen-
tal differences between the two approaches. While Yamane et al. clustered the
state vectors from the example trajectories using principal component analysis
(PCA) and a minimum-error thresholding technique [88], we evaluated various
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clustering approaches and found out that clustering the data with the k-means
algorithm [78], is more efficient. Note that, unlike Yamane et al., whose interest
was primarily in full-body movements, this thesis focuses on arm trajectories and
manipulation tasks, which often require finer precision. The criterion for stop-
ping further clustering is therefore based on the variability of the data in clusters
rather than solely on the number of nodes, which enables higher precision. We
also emphasize that, in contrast to Yamane et al., we do not assume connections
between the desired start and end nodes at the desired level. Instead, a novel
approach of a hierarchical database search is used to find optimal partial paths.
Compliant robot behavior ensures successful and safe execution of tasks in
unstructured environments. As compliant behavior based on sensing introduces
inherent sensor delay, we leaned on active torque control which is based on dy-
namical models. But mathematically defining task models is not viable, because
they are prone to change. Therefore we use Compliant Movement Primitives,
which are gained by demonstration and stiff movement repetition. We combined
them with statistical generalization and hierarchical database search to reduce the
burden of multiple demonstrations. For synthesizing new compliant movements
through hierarchical search, the primary database was expanded with a secondary
one. Another approach of ensuring required tracking accuracy is through variable
impedance control [93, 94, 95]. While variable impedance controllers - just as our
approach - vary the gain, the core of the approaches is in essence quite different.
This field of research mainly focuses on achieving desired dynamic behavior by
adjusting feedback gains to higher values when necessary. While a (imperfect)
robot’s dynamical model is assumed, gain schedules, i. e., stiffness setting trajec-
tories, are learned [93, 94]. On the other hand, we focus on achieving compliance
throughout the task and simply reduce the gain - to a value we have statistically
determined to show no significant change in the behavior. There are similarities
between our work and the work being done in the field of variable impedance
control, but in comparison our work focuses on learning task-specific feedforward
torques while minimizing stiffness to a minimum throughout the movement.
In order to achieve human-robot cooperation in unstructured environments,
we again leaned on Programming by Demonstration. Sets of captured cooperative
movements were stored in an expanded hierarchical database. While many other
approaches are slow to react to changes in human movement, we focused on an
approach which enables on-line human movement recognition and prompt syn-
thesis of appropriate robot trajectories. While comparison to other approaches
revealed pros and cons of the proposed approach, on-line implementation on a
real system showed its ability to react to human changes and produce smooth
and continuous cooperative movements for successful task execution. Yamane et
al. [72] used a similar approach for cooperative task synthesis. They compared
probable sequence of nodes to the ones found w.r.t. the sliding window in the
previous step, and penalize changes. With this they avoid sudden changes in
the synthesized robot movement. But if the human wishes to change the refer-
ence movement during recognition, this approach is slow to change. Instead of
comparing probable sequences and penalizing changes, we ensure the reference
change is smooth and continuous on the robot side by encoding the most prob-
able sequence with a DMP. We also infer future human movement by traversing
the TG and thus predict and synthesize future robot movement. We reduce our
computation time by synthesizing new cooperative movements and sending them
to the robot only when the predicted human movement changes.
Our future work will include additional expansion and testing of the proposed
approaches. In addition, we will work at reducing their weaknesses. For exam-
ple, adding new additional demonstrations to an existing hierarchical database
requires to construct the database from scratch. To avoid this, we will explore
options for adding new movements to existing databases. Expanding the search
for new movements to a wider variety of inputs could prove beneficial. Instead
of only looking for new paths between different end and start positions, addi-
tional constrains could be formulated, e. g., via point, gripper state, etc. The
stiff behavior when learning task-specific dynamics in the second step of CMP
learning requires a controlled environment to prevent damage to the robot. In-
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stead of executing the trajectory in a stiff manner, task specific dynamics could
alternatively be gained by reinforcement learning [39, 36]. This is, however, a
much lengthier process than the stiff playback of the recorded movements. If the
human switches between the movements in human-robot cooperative tasks, the
proposed approach synthesizes an appropriate robot movement with smooth and
continuous transitions. These newly executed cooperative movements could be
added to the database and thus expand it.
As the need to move robots from industry halls into our homes grows, so does
the number of hurdles we need to surpass. In the thesis we propose an approach
to alleviate some of them. The use of human demonstrations and their expan-
sion circumvents the need for mathematically defined trajectories. Compliant
movements and their synthesis enable lower forces at unforeseen contacts and
reduce the threat of damage to the environment and humans. Through human
movement recognition and cooperative robot trajectory synthesis, cooperative
tasks can be properly executed with the help of the robot. All these challenges
were addressed using the proposed approach based on a hierarchical database of
example movements. Numerous experiments showed its viability and usefulness.
4.1 Primary academic contributions
4.1 Primary academic contributions
• A method to identify connected partial paths in a hierarchical database of
example movements and the synthesis of new robot trajectories from partial
paths. The method enables path search, even when example movements do
not share similar enough parts.
• An approach to ensure successful execution of the synthesized movement
on a robot and the combination of database search with statistical gener-
alization techniques. A successful execution, even at unpredicted contacts,
is ensured with implementation of compliant movements, which are gained
through demonstration without the need for mathematically defined dy-
namic models of the task.
• Hierarchical database search for movement recognition and cooperative task
execution, which enables on-line execution, ensures high frequency of recog-
nition and prompt responses to human intentions with a smooth and con-
tinuous reaction to changes in human movements.
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A Dynamic Movement Primitives
Dynamic movements primitives (DMPs) were introduced by Ijspeert et al.[96, 97].
The approach is based on a set of nonlinear equation that exhibit a stable attrac-
tor point. These ensure the produced movement exhibits a smooth and continuous
response to perturbations. DMP can easily be learned from a single demonstra-
tion and offer a compact representation of movements, which is appropriate for
further adaptation.
The equations below are valid for a single DOF, and can be used in parallel
for multiple DOFs. Following equation follow encoding of m positional means x
we wish to encode. DMPs for discrete and periodic movements are defined by
the following nonlinear system of differential equations
τ z˙ = αz(βz(g − y)− z) + f(s), (A.1)
τ y˙ = z. (A.2)
The linear part of Eq. (A.1) – (A.2) ensures that y converges to the desired final
configuration, denoted as g, once f(s) becomes zero. The nonlinear part f(s)
modifies the shape of a movement and is defined by a linear combination of nz
radial basis functions
f(s) =
∑nz
i=1wiψi(s)∑nz
i=1 ψi(s)
(A.3)
ψi(s) = exp(−hi(s− ci)2), (A.4)
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where ψi defines the basis functions, with centers at ci and widths hi > 0. As
seen in Eq. (A.3), f(s) is not directly time dependent. Instead, phase variable s
defined in (A.5), with initial value s(0) = 1, is used
τ s˙ = −αss. (A.5)
The phase is common across all DOFs or dimensions. By specifying the time
evolution through phase, it becomes easier to stop the clock in case of external
perturbations which cause the robot to deviate from the desired trajectory. In the
case of CMPs, the phase is common across the complete CMP, which in addition
to a DMP also includes a Torque Primitive (TP). It can be shown that – given
the properly defined constants K, D, τ , αs > 0 – the above system is guaranteed
to converge to the desired final configuration g [22].
In order to acquire the target signal for learning, (A.1) – (A.2) can be rewritten
as a second order system
τ 2y¨ + αzτ y˙ − αzβz(g − y) = f(s). (A.6)
By substituting y with the corresponding component of positional means xi and
its derivatives x˙i and x¨i at time Ti, here denoted by y(Ti), y˙(Ti), y¨(Ti), we can
write our target function (A.6) as
F (Ti) = τ
2y¨(Ti) + αzτ y˙(Ti)− αzβz(g − y(Ti)), (A.7)
where the goal value g is specified by the corresponding component of xm. By
defining
f =

F (T1)
...
F (Tm)
 ,w =

w1
...
wnz
 , (A.8)
we can write a system of linear equations
Xw = f , (A.9)
where
X =

ψ1(s1)∑nz
i=1 ψi(s1)
s1 · · · ψnz(s1)∑nz
i=1 ψi(s1)
s1
...
. . .
...
ψ1(sm)∑nz
i=1 ψi(sm)
sm · · · ψnz(sm)∑nz
i=1 ψi(sm)
sm
 , (A.10)
with ψi and si set according to (A.4) and (A.5).
By solving the above system we gain the appropriate DMP weights w and
thus learn the target function (A.7).
Equations (A.3) – (A.4) hold for discrete movements. In case of periodic
movements, a linear combination of Gaussian functions f(s) (A.4) is replaced by
a linear combination of periodic basis functions [22] given by
f(φ) =
∑nz
i=1wiΨi(φ)∑nz
i=1 Ψi(φ)
r, (A.11)
Ψi(φ) = exp(hi(cos(φ− ci)− 1)), (A.12)
where r is the amplitude of the oscillator and hi > 0. By replacing τ with τ = 1/Ω
in (A.1) – (A.2), we obtain
z˙ = Ω(αz(βz(g − y)− z) + f(φ)), (A.13)
y˙ = Ωz. (A.14)
Here, the discrete phase s is replaced by the periodic phase φ, which is determined
by the phase oscillator
φ˙ = Ω, (A.15)
where Ω is the frequency of oscillations.
Encoding of the periodic trajectories is done in a similar way as for discrete
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trajectories (A.6) – (A.7), except that in (A.13) – (A.15), frequency of the move-
ment Ω is needed. Ideally, Ω is determined automatically from the data. Details
on the automatic determination of frequency of periodic movements are provided
in [98, 99].
B Extended Summary in Slovene
B.1 Uvod
S staranjem prebivalstva in vedno hitrejˇsim tempom zˇivljenja povprasˇevanje po
robotskem humanoidnem domacˇem pomocˇniku narasˇcˇa. Hkrati potreba po pri-
lagodljivih robotskih celicah narasˇcˇa tudi v srednjih in majhnih podjetjih, v ka-
terih proizvajajo manjˇse serije produktov in klasicˇna vpeljava robotskih celic ni
primerna. V nasprotju z uporabo robotskih manipulatorjev v industrijskih oko-
ljih, ki izvajajo ponavljajocˇe se gibe, je potrebno ob vpeljavi avtonomnih robotov
v spreminjajocˇe se okolje premagati veliko sˇtevilo ovir. V tem doktorskem delu
obravnavamo tri aspekte uporabe robotov v nestrukturiranem okolju.
Rocˇno programiranje robota za vsako nalogo ni mogocˇe, saj se naloge in
okoliˇscˇine v domacˇih okoljih pogosto spreminjajo. Ena od mozˇnih metod za
pridobivanje novih gibov je ucˇenje iz cˇlovekovih demonstracij [6, 7, 8]. Ta nacˇin
temelji na opazovanju demonstratorja, ki zna uspesˇno izvesti zˇeleno nalogo. Ven-
dar je lahko demonstriranje vecˇjega sˇtevila gibov za vsako verzijo zˇelene naloge
zamudno. V pristopu, predlaganem v doktorskem delu, demonstracije, zajete
preko fizicˇnega vodenja robota (angl.: kinesthetic guiding)[17, 18, 19], zapiˇsemo
v hierarhicˇno bazo vzorcˇnih gibov. Baza temelji na dvojiˇskem drevesu [45, 46],
z dodanimi grafi prehodov na vsakem nivoju. Grafi prehodov oznacˇujejo mozˇne
prehode med grozdi oz. vozliˇscˇi na posameznih nivojih in temeljijo na grafih gi-
banja [42, 43, 44]. Z iskanjem novih poti v grafu [79] lahko poiˇscˇemo nove poti in
posledicˇno sintetiziramo nove robotske gibe. Za zdruzˇitev morebitnih delnih poti,
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ki niso direktno povezane, smo uporabili princip dinamicˇnih elementarnih gibov
(angl.: Dynamic Movement Primitives – DMPs). Z iskanjem novih trajektorij
zmanjˇsamo potrebo po velikem sˇtevilu demonstracij.
Cˇe robot izvaja naloge v nestrukturiranem okolju, obstaja verjetnost nepred-
videnih kontaktov z okolico. Sile, ki se ob tem pojavijo, lahko sˇkodujejo okolici
ali robotu samemu. Morebitne sile so sˇe posebno nevarne, cˇe pride do nepredvi-
denega stika s cˇlovekom. Minimiziranje sil ob kontaktih je mozˇno na vecˇ nacˇinov.
Minimiziranje sile ob kontaktih lahko dosezˇemo s pasivnimi pristopi: preko lazˇje
in mehke konstrukcije samega robota [51, 52, 54] ali preko motorjev z elasticˇnimi
elementi [55]. Cˇe se robota obda z mrezˇo taktilnih senzorjev [48, 49, 50], lahko
kontakte aktivno zazna in primerno reagira. Med slabostmi taksˇnega pristopa
je visoka cena senzorjev ter pripadajocˇa zakasnitev meritev. Nezˇelene sile ob
kontaktih lahko obcˇutno zmanjˇsamo tudi preko aktivne regulacije navorov. Po-
dajno obnasˇanje robota dosezˇemo, cˇe dejanske navore primerjamo s teoreticˇnimi
[59, 60, 61]. Vendar za tak pristop poleg senzorjev navora potrebujemo tudi di-
namicˇni model naloge, ki jo zˇelimo izvesti. V doktorskem delu predlagamo pristop
aktive regulacije navora, ki pa ne potrebuje matematicˇno dolocˇenih dinamicˇnih
modelov zˇelene naloge. Predlagamo uporabo podajnih elementarnih gibov, ki so
pridobljeni preko demonstracij in ponovne izvedbe zajetih gibov na robotu. Za-
jeti niz podajnih gibov razsˇirimo in prilagodimo preko uporabe hierarhicˇne baze
ali statisticˇnega posplosˇevanja.
Tretja tema, ki jo obravnavamo v doktorskem delu, je sodelovanje robota
s cˇlovekom. Za uspesˇno sodelovanje je potrebno najprej razpoznati trenutno
cˇlovesˇko gibanje in nato sintetizirati ter izvesti primerni robotski gib. Izvedbo
sodelovalnih nalog so med drugim opravili s pomocˇjo skritih Markovskih mode-
lov (angl.: Hidden Markov Models – HMM) [67, 68]. Ben Amor idr. [69] so
na podlagi dinamicˇnih elementarnih gibov razvili interaktivne elementarne gibe
(angl.: Interactive Primitves – IPs). Za sintezo sodelovalnih gibov so bili upora-
bljeni tudi elementarni gibi, ki temeljijo na verjetnosti [30, 70, 71]. Yamane idr.
[45, 72] so zajete sodelovalne gibe zapisali v dvojiˇsko drevo, ki so ga nato upo-
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rabili za razpoznavo ter sintezo primernega giba. Podoben pristop predlagamo
v nasˇem doktorskem delu. Dva cˇloveka izvedeta niz sodelovalnih gibov, ki jih
zajamemo in zapiˇsemo v sodelovalno hierarhicˇno bazo. Osnovni del baze, ki vse-
buje cˇlovesˇke gibe, uporabimo za sprotno razpoznavo trenutnega cˇlovesˇkega giba.
Dodatni del baze, ki vsebuje pripadajocˇe robotske gibe, uporabimo za sintezo
primernega robotskega giba.
Vsi predlagani pristopi uporabe hierarhicˇne baze so bili ovrednoteni preko
sˇtevilnih eksperimentov, ki so pokazali uporabnost baze na vseh treh omenjenih
podrocˇjih.
B.2 Hierarhicˇna baza in njena uporaba
To poglavje predstavlja izgradnjo hierarhicˇne baze in njeno uporabo na treh po-
drocˇjih, opisanih in ovrednotenih v podpoglavjih.
Predlagana hierarhicˇna baza, predstavljena na sliki B.1, vedno vsebuje pri-
marno bazo, ki pa je po potrebi razsˇirjena s sekundarno bazo. V opisu izgradnje
baze, smo se najprej osredotocˇili na primarno oz. osnovno bazo. Njena izgradnja
se zacˇne z zdruzˇitvijo vseh gibov, ki jih zˇelimo zapisati v primarni bazi, v vzorcˇno
matriko Yp:
Yp = [y
p
1,y
p
2, . . . ,y
p
nf
], (B.1)
pri kateri ypi oznacˇuje vektor stanja ob dolocˇenem diskretnem cˇasu ti, nf pa sˇtevilo
vseh vektorjev stanja v vseh vzorcˇnih trajektorijah. Vektorji stanj so definirani
glede na nalogo, ki jo zˇelimo izvesti s hierarhicˇno bazo. Cˇe je namen sinteti-
zirati nove robotske gibe, potem bomo uporabili samo primarno bazo, v kateri
vektorji stanj predstavljajo notranje ali zunanje pozicije in hitrosti robota. V
primeru uporabe baze za razpoznavo gibov in sodelovanja s cˇlovekom pa vektorji
stanj primarne vzorcˇne matrike predstavljajo trenutne pozicije in hitrosti cˇloveka
oz. njegove roke.
Postopek izgradnje primarne baze oriˇse shema B.1. Najprej se na dva otroka
preko grozdenja cepi korensko vozliˇscˇe, katerega predstavlja vzorcˇna matrika.
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Nato se otroka delita dalje. Postopek se ponavlja, dokler vozliˇscˇa ne zadostijo
dolocˇenim pogojem. Pogoj temelji na sˇtevilu vektorjev stanj v vozliˇscˇu in razno-
likosti samih vektorjev. Ker zˇelimo, da so vsi vektorji stanj zastopani na vseh
nivojih, se vsako vozliˇscˇe, ki ne ustreza pogojem za nadaljnjo cepitev, kopira na
vse spodnje nivoje. Kot je razvidno iz slike B.1, na vsakem nivoju mozˇne pre-
hode med vozliˇscˇi predstavlja graf prehodov (GP), ki je po strukturi podoben
grafom gibanja. Pri GP vozliˇscˇa vsebujejo vektorje stanj, medtem ko povezave
dolocˇajo mozˇne prehode med vozliˇscˇi in so otezˇene z verjetnostjo prehoda. Iz-
delani so na podlagi zacˇetnih zajetih trajektorij gibanj. Ko je na posameznem
nivoju izdelan graf prehodov, lahko za vsako vozliˇscˇe shranimo samo povprecˇno
vrednost pripadajocˇih vektorjev stanj. V primeru, ko je natancˇnost zacˇetne ali
Slika B.1: Hierarhicˇna baza. Slika prikazuje poenostavljeno podobo baze s pri-
marno bazo na levi strani. Gradnja primarne baze se zacˇne z vzorcˇno matriko, ki
se deli na dva grozda oz. otroka na naslednjem nivoju. Grozdenje se nadaljuje do
zadnjega nivoja, na vsakem nivoju se doda graf prehodov (GP). Po potrebi pri-
marni bazi dodamo sekundarno. V tem primeru del zajetih podatkov uporabimo
za izgradnjo primarne baze, drugi del podatkov pa zapiˇsemo v sekundarno bazo,
ki ima lahko tudi vecˇ slojev na posameznem nivoju.
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koncˇne lege gibov pomembna (npr. pri manipulaciji predmetov), v vozliˇscˇih, ki
vsebujejo samo eno zacˇetno oz. koncˇno konfiguracijo trajektorije, shranimo le-to
in ne povprecˇne vrednosti.
Za primer sinteze novih robotskih trajektorij je potrebna samo primarna hi-
erarhicˇna baza, ki vsebuje vzorcˇne robotske gibe. Cˇe pa zˇelimo sintezo novih
podajnih gibov ali razpoznavo cˇlovesˇkih gibov ter sodelovanja s cˇlovekom, je po-
trebno bazo razsˇiriti s sekundarno (slika B.1). Sekundarna baza vsebuje vektorje
stanj, ki ne vplivajo na samo cepitev vozliˇscˇ, a vseeno predstavljajo potrebne
podatke. Cˇe bi zˇeleli uporabiti hierarhicˇno bazo za sintezo novih podajnih gibov,
potem bi v primarno bazo zapisali pozicijske vrednosti robotskega giba. Pripa-
dajocˇe navore shranimo v sekundarno bazo, tako da preslikamo vozliˇscˇa in vanje
zapiˇsemo vektorje stanj navora, ki so bili zajeti ob istem diskretnem cˇasu. Pri-
marno bazo nato uporabimo za iskanje novih pozicijskih trajektorij, ki jim nato
dodamo pripadajocˇe navore iz sorodnih vozliˇscˇ v sekundarni bazi. V primeru,
ko imamo vecˇ mozˇnih potekov navorov za enake pozicijske trajektorije, lahko v
sekundarni bazi izdelamo vecˇ slojev, ki vsebujejo razlicˇne navore.
V naslednjih podpoglavjih opiˇsemo in ovrednotimo tri uporabe predlagane
hierarhicˇne baze.
B.2.1 Sinteza novih trajektorij
Za sintezo novih robotskih trajektorij torej potrebujemo samo primarni del pre-
dlagane hierarhicˇne baze. Le-ta vsebuje dvojiˇsko drevo, povprecˇja vektorjev stanj
xv posameznih vozliˇscˇ v in GP za vsak nivo l baze. Bazo uporabimo za sintezo
novih robotskih vzorcˇnih gibov, kot je orisano na sliki B.2 (podrocˇja 2a, 2b in 2c).
Iskanje novih diskretnih gibov, npr. seganja, zacˇnemo z izbiro zˇelenih zacˇetnih
xst in koncˇnih pozicij xend. Cˇe ti poziciji ne pripadata nobenim povprecˇnim vre-
dnostim vektorjev stanj xv, poiˇscˇemo vozliˇscˇi v
ld
st in v
ld
end na zˇelenem nivoju ld,
katerih povprecˇni vrednosti sta najblizˇji. Ker nivo baze dolocˇa natancˇnost repro-
dukcije glede na originalne vzorcˇne trajektorije, si pretezˇno zˇelimo izbrati najnizˇji
oz. zadnji nivo. V primeru, ko si vzorcˇne trajektorije delijo dovolj podobne dele,
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Slika B.2: Blocˇni diagram, ki ponazarja predlagani pristop sinteze novih robotskih
gibov. 1) Izgradnja primarne hierarhicˇne baze. Vzorcˇne trajektorije so zdruzˇene
v vzorcˇno matriko Yp, ki se deli na dve vozliˇscˇi na naslednjem nivoju. Le-te nato
delimo naprej do zadnjega nivoja. Na vsakem nivoju izdelamo GP. 2a) Iskanje
poti v GP. Dolocˇene so zˇelene zacˇetne in koncˇne pozicije ter nivo baze. Algoritem
A* poiˇscˇe najkrajˇso pot, ki povezujejo zˇelena vozliˇscˇa. 2b) Hierarhicˇno iskanje
delnih poti. Cˇe povezava med zˇelenimi vozliˇscˇi na nivoju ld ne obstaja, poiˇscˇemo
delne poti. 2c) Ocena cˇasovnega poteka in zdruzˇitev. Ocenimo cˇasovni potek
novih poti oz. delnih poti in jih zapiˇsemo kot dinamicˇne elementarne gibe. 3)
Statisticˇno posplosˇevanje. Nove trajektorije lahko uporabimo za robotske gibe ali
pa jih naknadno prilagodimo okoliˇscˇinam s statisticˇnimi metodami.
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Slika B.3: Zajemanje vzorcˇnih gibov s fizicˇnim vodenjem robota. Kot je razvidno
tudi s slik, je bilo zacˇetno podrocˇje razdeljeno na 6 enakih delov. Na vsakem
delu smo dolocˇili 5 razlicˇnih zacˇetnih pozicij, iz katerih smo premikali objekt na
eno izmed sˇestih polic. Tako smo preko fizicˇnega vodenja zajeli 30 robotskih
trajektorij. Med vodenjem robota smo se izogibali trkom s policami. Zacˇetne
pozicije objekta so bile ocenjene s kamerama.
obstaja povezava v GP med zˇelenimi vozliˇscˇi vldst in v
ld
end. V tem primeru z algo-
ritmom iskanja poti v grafih (A*) poiˇscˇemo pot med vozliˇscˇi
P ld(vldst, vldend) = {vldst, vld2 , vld3 , . . . , vldend} (B.2)
na zˇelenem nivoju ld. Vendar zˇeleni zacˇetni in koncˇni vozliˇscˇi pogosto ne pripa-
data povezani komponenti GP nivoja ld. V tem primeru uvedemo t. i. hierarhicˇno
iskanje delnih poti. Le-te na koncu v zdruzˇimo v celoto s pomocˇjo DMP-jev. Nove
sintetizirane trajektorije lahko uporabimo za robotske gibe ali pa z njimi razsˇirimo
zacˇetno bazo vzorcˇnih gibov, pridobljenih preko cˇlovesˇkih demonstracij. Celotno
razsˇirjeno bazo nato uporabimo za statisticˇno posplosˇevanje in tako pridobimo
gib, prilagojen trenutnim potrebam.
Postopek sinteze novih robotskih trajektorij smo ocenili preko sˇtevilnih ekspe-
rimentov. Eden izmed njih, prikazan na sliki B.3 in B.4, je bil izveden s pomocˇjo
dveh robotskih rok ”Light Weight Robot arm”(LWR) proizvajalca KUKA. Ena
izmed rok je sluzˇila kot stacionarna tocˇka za kameri, ki sta ocenjevali pozicijo
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Slika B.4: Primer izvedbe novega giba. Gib, s katerim robot pobere objekt na
tem zacˇetnem delu in ga odlozˇi na to polico, ni bil nikoli neposredno prikazan s
strani cˇloveka. Cˇeprav objekt postavimo na nakljucˇno zacˇetno pozicijo, ga robot
uspesˇno prime in odlozˇi na katerokoli izmed sˇestih polic.
objekta v prostoru. Druga roka je s pomocˇjo triprstnega prijemala Barrett Hand
izvajala premike objekta. S fizicˇnim vodenjem robota, prikazanim na sliki B.3,
smo zajeli skupno 30 vzorcˇnih gibov. Po pet vzorcˇnih gibov je bilo zajetih med
izvajanjem premikanja objekta iz enega od sˇestih obmocˇij mize na eno od sˇestih
polic. Vse gibe, zajete v notranjih koordinatah robota, smo zapisali v primarno
hierarhicˇno bazo. Z opisanim postopkom smo zacˇetno bazo 30 vzorcˇnih gibov
razsˇirili na 180 tako, da smo iskali gibe iz vsake izmed 30 zacˇetnih tocˇk do vsake
police. Ko smo razsˇirjeno vzorcˇno bazo uporabili za statisticˇno posplosˇevanje,
smo lahko sintetizirali robotske gibe, ki so uspesˇno prijeli objekt na poljubni po-
ziciji in ga odlozˇili na katerokoli polico. Kljub temu da je bila vecˇina dodatnih
vzorcˇnih gibov sestavljena iz delnih poti, so bile trajektorije zvezne in gladke.
Vsi posplosˇeni gibi so obdrzˇali podobnost z demonstriranimi gibi, in zato je ro-
bot uspesˇno odlozˇil objekt na polico brez trkov. Primer izvedbe novega giba ja
prikazan na sliki B.4.
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B.2.2 Podajni gibi
S predlaganimi podajnimi gibi zˇelimo dosecˇi podajno obnasˇanje robota brez upo-
rabe matematicˇno dolocˇenih dinamicˇnih modelov. Ena od mozˇnih enacˇb regula-
cije, ki uporablja dinamicˇni model, se glasi
τu = K(qd − q) + D(q˙d − q˙) + fdynamic(q, q˙, q¨), (B.3)
pri kateri je qd zˇelena in q trenutna pozicija, τu izracˇunani navor sklepov ter D
matrika dusˇenja. Vrednosti diagonalne matrike K dolocˇajo togost robota. Pri
visokih vrednostih bo robot izvajal gib togo, pri nizkih pa podajno. Vendar
lahko nizke vrednosti v kombinaciji z nepopolnim oz. nenatancˇnim dinamicˇnim
modelom povzrocˇijo slabo sledenje robota zˇeleni poziciji. Ker se zˇelimo izogniti
popravljanju matematicˇno dolocˇenega dinamicˇnega modela za vsako spremembo
naloge, predlagamo spremenjeno standardno enacˇbo (B.3), z dodanim cˇlenom τf ,
ki predstavlja dodatni navor v direktni zanki:
τu = K(qd − q) + D(q˙d − q˙) + τf + fdynamic(q, q˙, q¨). (B.4)
Namen dodatnega navora τf je odprava oz. zmanjˇsanje napake sledenja, ki je
posledica nizkih vrednosti diagonalnih elementov matrike K in nenatancˇnega di-
namicˇnega modela fdynamic(q, q˙, q¨).
Podajne gibe definiramo kot,
h(t) = [qd(t), τf (t)], (B.5)
pri cˇemer velja,
qd(t) = [qd1(t), qd2(t), . . . , qdDOF (t)]
T , (B.6)
τf (t) = [τd1(t), τd2(t), . . . , τdDOF (t)]
T , (B.7)
pri cˇemer kratica DOF dolocˇa sˇtevilo prostostnih stopenj robota. Pozicijski del
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Slika B.5: Povprecˇna vrednost in standardna deviacija maksimalne napake sle-
denja em pri razlicˇnih vrednostih togosti ks. Spodnja cˇrta prikazuje povprecˇno
vrednost in standardno deviacijo maksimalne napake med izvajanjem naloge s
podajnimi gibi (CMP). Zgornja cˇrta prikazuje napako ob uporabi standardne re-
gulacije (B.4) z dinamicˇnim modelom robota (Mrobot). Napake ob izvajanju gibov
z uporabo dinamicˇnega modela robota z dodanim dinamicˇnim modelom naloge
je prikazana s srednjo cˇrto (Mtask).
podajnih gibov qd(t) pridobimo preko cˇlovesˇke demonstracije. Pripadajocˇi na-
vori τf (t) so pridobljeni preko senzorjev navora v sklepih, ob ponovni izvedbi
poprej naucˇene pozicijske trajektorije. Za to ponovno izvedbo je potrebno upo-
rabiti standardno regulacijo (B.4) z visokimi vrednostmi diagonalnih elementov
matrike K. Medtem ko pozicijske trajektorije zapiˇsemo z dinamicˇnimi elemen-
tarnimi gibi, pripadajocˇe navore zapiˇsemo z linearno kombinacijo radialnih ba-
znih funkcij. Par tako zapisane pozicijske trajektorije in pripadajocˇih navorov
oznacˇimo s podajnim elementarnim gibom (angl. Compliant Movement Primi-
tive – CMP). Niz naucˇenih podajnih gibov lahko uporabimo z metodami stati-
sticˇnega posplosˇevanja in jih tako priredimo spremenjenim okoliˇscˇinam. Osnovni
niz podajnih gibov lahko tudi razsˇirimo z uporabo razsˇirjene hierarhicˇne baze.
Podajne gibe, njihovo posposˇevanje in iskanje novih gibov preko hierarhicˇne
baze smo ovrednotili s sˇtevilnimi eksperimenti. V tem povzetku smo se osre-
dotocˇili na samo en del celotne evalvacije. Graf B.5 prikazuje primerjavo treh
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razlicˇnih pristopov izvajanja naloge s podajnim robotom. Za nalogo premikanja
utezˇi smo uporabili Kuka LWR-4 robotsko roko s triprstnim prijemalom BH-
282. Premik, tj. pozicijsko trajektorijo, smo s fizicˇnim vodenjem robota. Posneti
gib smo nato ponovili s petimi razlicˇnimi tezˇami objekta cm = {0.5, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5,
4.5} kg in tako zajeli 5 razlicˇnih podajnih gibov. Za namen evalvacije smo vseh
pet izvedli z osmimi razlicˇnimi vrednostmi togosti ks = {10, 25, 50, 125, 250, 500,
1000, 2000} Nm/rad, pri katerih ks predstavlja diagonalne elemente matrike K.
Spodnja cˇrta prikazuje povprecˇne vrednosti in standardne deviacije napake slede-
nja preko vseh petih gibov oz. tezˇ objekta. Napaka sledenja posamezne izvedbe
giba je definirana kot maksimalna napaka,
em = max
t
(||pa(t)− pd(t)||), (B.8)
pri kateri je zˇelena pozicija robota oznacˇena s pd(t) in dejanska s pa(t). Za primer-
javo smo premike vseh petih utezˇi preko vseh osmih vrednosti togosti izvedli tudi
s standardnim pristopom regulacije (B.4). Pri tem smo uporabili dinamicˇni mo-
del robota. Zgornja cˇrta na grafu B.5 prikazuje srednje vrednosti in standardne
deviacije maksimalne napake med izvajanjem gibov s standardnim pristopom. V
primerjavi s podajnimi gibi lahko opazimo vecˇje vrednosti napake sledenja pri
vseh togostih izvedbe ks. Za tretji nacˇin izvedbe gibov smo dinamicˇnemu modelu
robota dodali tocˇkasti model objekta za vsako tezˇo objekta. Na grafu je napaka
sledenja prikazana s srednjo cˇrto. Vidimo, da informacija o tezˇi objekta pripo-
more k natancˇnosti sledenja, a je sˇe vedno slabsˇa kot pri uporabi predlaganih
podajnih gibov.
B.2.3 Razpoznava gibov in sodelovanje z cˇlovekom
Za razpoznavo cˇlovesˇkih gibov in sintezo sodelovalnih trajektorij smo uporabili
razsˇirjeno hierarhicˇno bazo (slika B.1). Medtem ko je bila primarna baza upo-
rabljena za razpoznavo gibov, je sinteza sodelovalnega giba potekala preko se-
kundarne baze, ki je vsebovala samo enojne sloje. Osnovna ideja predlaganega
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postopka je razpoznava vzorcˇnega giba v bazi, ki se kar najbolj priblizˇalo trenu-
tno izvajanemu cˇlovesˇkemu gibu, in sintetizacija primerne pripadajocˇe robotske
trajektorije na podlagi zajetih vzorcˇnih robotskih gibov.
V prvem koraku izdelave hierarhicˇne baze smo zajeli niz nS kooperativnih
gibov,
SY = {Y1,Y2, . . . ,YnS}, (B.9)
pri katerem je vsak kooperativni gib vseboval cˇlovesˇki ter pripadajocˇi robotski gib.
Vsak demonstrirani gib je sestavljen iz nY vektorjev stanja, zajetih ob diskretnih
vzorcˇnih cˇasih tY ,
Yi = [y1,y2, . . . ,ynY ], (B.10)
pri katerih vsak vektor stanja,
yi = [y
h
i ,y
r
i ]
T , (B.11)
vsebuje vektorje stanja yhi cˇlovesˇkega giba in vektorje stanja y
r
i zajetega robot-
skega giba. Vektorji stanj cˇlovesˇkega in robotskega giba so lahko definirani na
razlicˇne nacˇine. Lahko so, na primer, definirani v zunanjih koordinatah,
yi = [pix, p˙ix, piy, p˙iy, piz, p˙iz], (B.12)
pri katerih pij in p˙ij, j = x, y, z, oznacˇujeta pozicijo in hitrost ob cˇasu ti. Cˇe
so robotske trajektorije zajete v notranjih koordinatah, potem so vektorji stanja
lahko definirani kot
yi = [qi1, q˙i1, qi2, q˙i2, . . . , qiDOF, q˙iDOF], (B.13)
pri cˇemer sta pozicija in hitrost v j-tem sklepu ob cˇasu ti oznacˇeni z qij in q˙ij.
Tudi v primeru nasˇe evalvacije so bili vektorji stanja cˇlovesˇkega giba definirani
v zunanjih koordinatah in robotski v notranjih. Zajeti gibi so bili uporabljeni
za izgradnjo razsˇirjene hierarhicˇne baze, s cˇlovesˇkimi gibi zapisanimi v primarni
B.2 Hierarhicˇna baza in njena uporaba
Slika B.6: Pregled razpoznave gibov in sodelovanja s cˇlovekom. Pristop v grobem
razdelimo na tri dele: razpoznava cˇlovesˇkih gibov, ki poiˇscˇe zaporedje verjetnih
vozliˇscˇ v primarni bazi glede na trenutno drsecˇe okno; predikcija verjetne na-
daljnje poti cˇloveka na podlagi grafa prehodov; sinteza robotske trajektorije, ki
uporabi elementarne dinamicˇne gibe za interpolacijo robotskih vozliˇscˇ in sintezo
izvedljivega robotskega kooperativnega giba.
bazi in robotskimi v sekundarni.
Kot je prikazano na sliki B.6, lahko razpoznavo cˇlovesˇkih gibov in sintezo
sodelovalnih trajektorij v grobem razdelimo na tri dele. Prvi del razpozna tre-
nutni cˇlovesˇki gib. Na podlagi drsecˇega okna, ki vsebuje zadnjih nW vektorjev
stanja cˇlovesˇkega giba, in hierarhicˇne razpoznave po bazi, prvi del dolocˇi naj-
verjetnejˇsa vozliˇscˇa cˇloveka. To so tista vozliˇscˇa primarne baze, ki kar najbolj
ustrezajo zadnjemu delu zaznanega cˇlovesˇkega giba. Na podlagi verjetnih vozliˇscˇ
in grafa prehodov drugi del opravi predikcijo nadaljnjega cˇlovesˇkega giba. Ko je
najverjetnejˇsa nadaljnja pot cˇloveka znana, tretji del dolocˇi najprimernejˇso zapo-
redje vozliˇscˇ v sekundarni bazi, ki vsebuje sodelovalne robotske gibe. S pomocˇjo
dinamicˇnih elementarnih gibov nato iz zaporedja vozliˇscˇ sintetizira sodelovalno
robotsko trajektorijo. Ker smo zˇeleli razpoznavo in sintezo izvajati v realnem cˇasu
in ob morebitnih spremembah zˇelenega cˇlovesˇkega giba, smo zagotovili sprotno
zaznavanje in primerne prehode med razlicˇnimi sintetiziranimi gibi.
Pristop smo ocenili preko primerjave z drugimi popularnimi pristopi izvajanja
sodelovalnih gibov ter z izvedbo v realnem cˇasu. V tem povzetku omenjamo samo
drugi eksperiment, ki je v realnem cˇasu razpoznal cˇlovesˇki gib in sintetiziral pri-
merni sodelovalni gib. Za zajem in sledenje cˇlovesˇkega giba smo uporabili sistem
OptiTrack, ki temelji na oznacˇevalcih. Robotska roka Kuka-LWR4 je s triprstnim
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Slika B.7: Zajeti niz kooperativnih trajektorij. Robotske trajektorije so oznacˇene
z rumeno barvo in so predstavljene v zunanjih koordinatah, cˇeprav so bile zajete
in zapisane v notranjih koordinatah. Cˇlovesˇki gibi so oznacˇeni z modro barvo.
prijemalom drzˇala valju podoben objekt, ki je imel na eni strani odprtino. So-
delovalna naloga, ki je bila izbrana za eksperiment, je bila naslednja: cˇlovek je
prijel enega od dveh objektov in ga polozˇil v oz. na valj. Cˇe je prijel palico, jo je
na eni od treh koncˇnih tocˇk odlozˇil v odprtino valja. Cˇe je prijel pokrov, ga je na
eni od drugih treh koncˇnih tocˇk polozˇil na valj. V tem primeru je bila odprtina
valja obrnjena navzdol. Pripadajocˇi robotski gibi so glede na razpoznani cˇlovesˇki
gib valj obrnili na primerno stran in ga premaknili na koncˇno tocˇko.
Za namen izgradnje baze smo preko cˇlovesˇkih demonstarcij zajeli sˇest gibov,
ki ustrezajo zgornjemu opisu. Medtem ko smo cˇlovesˇke gibe zajeli z oznacˇevalci,
pritrjenimi na roko, smo pripadajocˇe robotske gibe zajeli s fizicˇnim vodenjem
robota. Vseh 6 gibov je prikazanih na sliki B.7. Trajektorije cˇlovesˇkih gibov so
oznacˇene z modro barvo. Robotski gibi, oznacˇeni z rumeno barvo, so za namen
predstavitve izrisani kot trajektorije v zunanjih koordinatah. Hierarhicˇno bazo,
zgrajeno iz teh gibov, smo po opisanem postopku uporabili za izvedbo razpoznave
cˇlovesˇkega giba in sinteze pripadajocˇega robotskega giba. Dva primera izvedbe
B.2 Hierarhicˇna baza in njena uporaba
Slika B.8: Dva primera izvedbe razpoznave in kooperativnega giba v realnem
cˇasu. Zgornjih sˇest slik prikazuje cˇloveka, ki najprej sezˇe proti pokrovu, a se nato
premisli in prime palico. Vidi se zacˇetna rotacija robota, ki ustreza pokrovu.
Ko se cˇlovek premisli, se robot odzove z zveznih prehodom na primerni gib za
palico. Tudi koncˇni cilj cˇlovesˇkega giba je pravilno razbran, zato cˇlovek lahko
odlozˇi palico v posodo na zˇelenem koncˇnem mestu. Spodnjih sˇest slik prikazuje
drugi primer, ko cˇlovek najprej sezˇe k palici in nato zagrabi pokrov. Tudi v tem
primeru robot izvede primerni gib z zveznim prehodom.
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giba sta prikazana na sliki B.8. Kot je razvidno iz slik, postopek pravilno razpozna
cˇlovesˇki gib in njegove morebitne spremembe. Vsi gibi in prehodi so bili zvezni
in gladki, kar je zagotovilo izvedbo sintetiziranega robotskega giba. Ker smo
zˇeleli razpoznavo in sintezo izvajati v realnem cˇasu, je bil potreben racˇunski
cˇas pomemben. Povprecˇni racˇunski cˇas za celoten postopek se je med vsemi
izvedbami gibal okoli vrednosti 0.02 s.
B.3 Zakljucˇek
V tem doktorskem delu smo predstavili in, na razlicˇnih primerih, ovrednotili upo-
rabo hierarhicˇne baze. Pristop, ki temelji na podlagi ucˇenja iz cˇlovekovih demon-
stracij, vzorcˇne trajektorije zapiˇse v hierarhicˇno bazo. Le-to smo nato uporabili za
razlicˇne naloge. Z namenom sinteze novih robotskih gibov smo v bazo zapisali vecˇ
vzorcˇnih gibov. Pokazali smo, da lahko preko hierarhicˇnega iskanja sintetiziramo
nove gibe. Za primere, ko si vzorcˇni gibi ne delijo dovolj podobnih odsekov, smo
predlagali uporabo iskanja delnih poti, ki jih nato zdruzˇimo v celoto s pomocˇjo
dinamicˇnih elementarnih gibov. Pristop, ki je bil ovrednoten s sˇtevilnimi ekspe-
rimenti, lahko sintetizira nove gibe, ki obdrzˇijo potrebno podobnost z vzorcˇnimi
ter so kljub sintezi iz delnih poti gladki in zvezni. Pokazali smo, da lahko niz tako
dobljenih gibov uporabimo z metodami statisticˇnega posplosˇevanja, in tako prido-
bimo gib, prirejen trenutnim razmeram. V primeru nepredvidenih kontaktov med
izvajanjem gibov v nestrukturiranem okolju, smo predlagali uporabo podajnih gi-
bov. Predlagani pristop omogocˇa ucˇenje podajnih gibov preko cˇlovekovih demon-
stracij. Tako se izognem potrebi po matematicˇno dolocˇenem dinamicˇnem modelu
naloge, ki se v nestrukturiranem okolju pogosto spreminja. V izogib pogostim de-
monstracijam podajnih gibov smo predlagali uporabo statisticˇnega posplosˇevanja
ter iskanja novih podajnih gibov po razsˇirjeni hierarhicˇni bazi vzorcˇnih podajnih
gibov. Preko eksperimentov smo pokazali smotrnost uporabe demonstriranih in
sintetiziranih podajnih gibov. Uporabo razsˇirjene hierarhicˇne baze smo predla-
gali tudi za namen razpoznave cˇlovesˇkih gibov in sinteze primernih sodelujocˇih
B.3 Zakljucˇek
robotskih gibov. Primernost predlaganega pristopa smo ovrednotili s primerjavo
z drugimi pristopi. Poleg tega smo pristop izvedli v realnem cˇasu in tako sˇe
dodatno pokazali njegovo uporabnost.
B.3.1 Izvirni prispevki k znanosti
• Metoda iskanja delnih poti v hierarhicˇni bazi vzorcˇnih gibov in njihova
zdruzˇitev v celoto preko interpolacije, ki omogocˇa iskanje poti, tudi takrat,
ko so vzorcˇni gibi med seboj prevecˇ razlicˇni za direktno povezavo.
• Zagotovitev fizicˇne izvedbe sintetiziranih gibov in zdruzˇitev iskanja novih
gibov z metodami statisticˇnega posplosˇevanja ter nadgradnja metode z im-
plementacijo podajnih gibov na osnovi demonstracije, ker omogocˇa varno
in uspesˇno izvedbo gibov tudi ob nepredvidenih kontaktih.
• Uporaba hierarhicˇne baze gibanj za sprotno razpoznavo gibov cˇloveka, kar
omogocˇa hiter odziv na cˇlovesˇke gibe in izvedbo premikov robota v sodelo-
vanju s cˇlovekom.
Kljucˇne besede: ucˇenje preko demonstracij, hierarhicˇna baza, podajni robotski
gibi, razpoznava gibov, sodelovalni gibi, dinamicˇni elementarni gibi, statisticˇno
posplosˇevanje
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